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(1) A cholesterol-7*-hyaroxylase has been

investigated in rat liver cell fractions; the enzyme

is located in the endoplasmic reticulum (microsomes)

and requires co-factors in the cytoplasm.

(2) The enzyme was assayed "by following the

metabolism of cholesterol-!*.- analysis was

effected "by thin layer chromatography followed by

liquid scintillation counting.

( ') Cholesterol-7<*.-hydroxylase was found to be

sensitive to prolonged homogenisation of the liver, long

incubation periods, etc.; stimulation of the activity

was observed only in the presence of liADHi.

(h) Preliminary studies showed that the enzyme

was inhibited by carbon monoxide; it appeared that a

carbon monoxide binding pigment may be involved in

oxygen activation for the system. The enzyme is

suggested to be a mixed function oxidase.

(5) The conversion of cholesterol to

7oc-hydroxycholesterol can be increased several fold by

preventing the reabsorption of bile salts from the gut;

the significance of this enzyme as a rate-controlling

enzyme in the overaXL catabolism to bile acids is

discussed.



(6) Non-enzymic oxidation of cholesterol has

been investigated in some detail in order to determine

whether enzymic and non-enzymic cholesterol oxidation

have any common characteristics# Evidence is

presented to suggest that cholesterol can be oxidised

in conditions which support peroxidation of unsaturated

lipids#
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Figure 1: Structure of cholesterol.
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Sectjop jt.

Introduction

Cholesterol is the most ubiquitous member of a

group of crystalline alcohols of plant or animal origin

termed sterols, and belongs to the class of biological

materials known as lipids. In general, lipids are

solubilised in tissues and body fluids as lipoproteins,
.

composed of proteins in association with long chain

fatty acid esters of cholesterol, non-esterified (free)

cholesterol, triglycerides, etc.

Cholesterol can be synthesised by all tissues in

the animal body, with the possible exception of adult

brain and nervous tissue. It is therefore not an

essential dietary component in mairmals. This sterol

is the precursor of the steroid hormones in endocrine

tissue, but the most important quantitative metabolic

route is the formation of the primary bile acids by the

liver. In higher animals the ma^or bile acid is cholic

acid (figure 3), with smaller amounts of chenodeoxy-

cholic, deoxycholic and lithocholic acids. In the rat

only cholic and chenodeoxycholic acids are formed in

quantity. Chenodeoxycholic acid is not a precursor

of cholic acid, but can be metabolised to the two

6p-hydroxylated bile acids, and p muricholic acids,
which are found in varying but small quantities in
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"bile. Deoxycholic acid and lithocholic acid are

formed from the primary "bile acids "by "bacterial

modification in the gut. There is evidence to suggest

that lithocholic acid may be formed in the liver as a

primary bile acid (figure 3)*

Rat plasma contains about 50-70 mg. of cholesterol

per 100 ml., while in liver the figure is about

180-200 mg. per 100 g. of tissue. Equilibration of

plasma and liver cholesterol is rapid, and liver

cholesterol is in a state of constant flux (figure 2).

Consequently, the half-life of liver cholesterol in

most animals is short, in the region of several hours,

compared with an estimated half-life of total body

cholesterol of 30 days in the rat, and 60-100 days in
"1 ?

man ' Isotopic labelling has shown that the primary

bile acids of the rat have a half-life of about

2-3 days. Although most of the bile acids present in

the gut as bile salts are reabsorbed through the

enterohepatic circulation, a small quantity is excreted

in the faeces so that new bile acids are constantly

being synthesised to compensate for this loss. The

circulating pool of cholic acid in the rat is

estimated as about 10-20 mg.with a total daily

production of cholic and chenodeoxycholic acids of the

order of 5 mg» The rate of cholesterol breakdoY/n to

bile acids can be radically altered by the lipid

content of the diet; the feeding of cholesterol in the
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diet depresses cholesterol "biosynthesis, especially in

the liver and induces an increased rate of cholesterol

eataholism. This catabolism is under homeostatic

control, and interruption of the enterohepatic

circulation "by "bile duct cannulation causes a marked

increase in "bile acid production,"; it has "been

concluded that the concentration of bile salts in the

portal "blood may regulate the catabolism of cholesterol.

Total "bile acids in the liver are present in a

6
concentration of about llO^f g per gram of liver;
mostly in the cell fluid. The formation of bile acids

in the liver of various species has been reviewed by

Danielsson.^

Bile acid formation from cholesterol in the rat.

There have been numerous attempts to isolate

intermediates in the catabolism of cholesterol to bile
Q

acids. Anfinsen and Horning ±n 1953 described a

fortified preparation of mouse liver which could

oxidise cholesterol-26-li+C to "^COg; cell fluid
(105,000 g supernatant) was essential for the activity

q
of the system. Later studies-^ showed that the

supernatant fraction could be replaced by a toiled

preparation, from which most of the protein had been

removed. This fraction became knov/n as S.F. for

Soluble Factor, and has since been found essential for

maximal activity in many studies of cholesterol oxidat-
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:ion; the factor or factors on which the activity of

this preparation depends have not been identified.
10 11

Whitehouse • confirmed the early findings with rat

liver mitochondria in a fortified medium including S.F.,

NADFK and NAD. Kritchevsky12 and Fredrickson"^*1^
investigated the products of mitchondrial cholesterol

oxidation and found a variety of neutral and acidic

compounds. The acidic products were similar to

deoxycholic and lithocholic acids "but not identical;

neutral metabolites were identified as 25- and

26-hydroxycholesterols. DarIielsson"i'^,1^ was not

however able to confirm the enzymic formation of

25-hydroxycholesterol, although nine products more polar

than cholesterol were isolated. He concluded that most

of these products were formed non-enzymically and that the

only enzymic product was 26-hydroxycholesterol. Recent
17

work by Mitropoulos and Myant has provided further

evidence for the formation of 26-hydroxycholesterol as

a likely precursor of ehenodeoxyeholic and lithocholic

acid in fortified mitochondrial systems.

An experimental approach used to examine the

degradative mechanisms of cholesterol is the study of

the metabolism of hypothetical intermediates in

animals subjected to biliary cannulation. Although

the enterohepatic bile acid circulation is broken in

such animals and they are therefore abnormal, valuable

data can nevertheless be obtained. Possible
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intermediates of cholesterol degradation can "be

administered by injection and their rates of conversion

to bile acids calculated. With this 'in vivo*

technique, 26-hydroxycholesterol can "be metabolised to
,

chenodeoxycholic acid but not to cholic acid, so it has
'

been concluded that this sterol can only be involved in

a route to one of the major bile acids (figure 3;

route A).

13
Bergstrom demonstrated in 1955 that a route which

did not involve 26-hydroxylation as the first step was

a more likely pathway to both primary bile acids, A
10 20

number of possible intermediates were investigated ^'

and it appeared that nuclear modifications of the

cholesterol molecule must necessarily precede side chain

cleavage. Further investigation using bile duct

cannulated animals and also In vitro studies showed that

epimerisation of the 3jS-hydroxy1 group and double bond
saturation occurred after insertion of the two

21 22
hydroxy1 groups at 7 and 12, ' so that, of several

mono-oxygenated sterols, only cholesterol could be

catabolised to cholic acid.2^*"2® In vitro studies by
29—33

DanieLsson and co-workers ^ and Mendelsohn and Staple
34-36 have provided considerable evidence for pathway B

in figure 3» The demonstration of the postulated

first step, the 7oc-hydroxylation of cholesterol, has

proved difficult; only small conversions to this
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sterol have been reported, and this reaction has not

been unequivocally established as the first catabolic

step in the ma;)or route to the primary bile acids.

7o(~hydroxycholesterol can be quantitatively metabolised

by mitochondrial csr microsomal preparations of liver,
37 38'' implying that the formation of this intermediate

is a rate-controlling process.

In contrast to the earlier work with mitochondrial

preparations, enzymes of route B appear to be located

in the microsomal fraction (endoplasmic reticulum) of

the liver cell, where the bio-synthesis of cholesterol
39

has recently been shown to occur. Enzymes of the

cell sap effect the reduction of the 3-keto intermediates

(g,i) to hydroxy1 groups, with the concomitant reduction

of the 2+-5 double bond to the coprostane series (5^).
The latter stages of bile acid formation are thought

to occur by formation of side chain hydroxylated

sterols (tetrols and pentols) which undergo c*> and &

oxidation to the bile acids as Coenzyme A intermediates.
I4.O-I+I4- These reactions ard probably mitochondrial

events, with the microsomal catabolism proceeding only

as far as trihydroxycoprostane (j) and dihydroxy-

coprostane (l).

Cholic acid, the ma^or bile acid, can only be

formed from intermediates on the postulated microsomal

routeB. It has been established that the enzymes
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Flfflire 2: Possible routes for the catabolism of
cholesterol "by liver,
[A) Mitochondrial reactions
,b) Microsomal/cell fluid reactions

Probable mitochondrial side chain
cleavage reactions.



a) cholesterol
"b) 26-hydroxycholesterol
c) cholest-5-en-3F»7o<,26-triol
d) chenodeoxychollc acid
e) lithocholic acid
f) cholest-5-en-3^f7o(-diol

( 7<K -hydroxychole stero 1)
g) cholest-4-en-3-on-7o<-ol
h) cholest-U-en-3-on->7<*»12<*-diol
i) 5^-cholestan-3-on-7<*»12<x-diolj) 5p-cholestan-3a.f7^,12(\-triol

(trihydroxyeoprostane)
cholic acid

5p-cholestan-3 «,7°<-ciiol' (dihydroxycoprostane)
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responsible for the formation of this "bile acid possess

an absolute specificity towards the structures of the

substrates; no cholic acid can be formed if the

modifications to the nuclear structure of the molecule

are not completed in the sequence shown in figure 3.

The route involving 26-hydroxylation as an early

intermediate cannot therefore give rise to cholic acid.

7of-hydroxylatIon of cholesterol

Bergstrom has shown ^ by tritium labelling

experiments that hydroxylation of cholesterol at C7

involves a direct replacement reaction rather than a

hydration of an olefinic intermediate. The reaction

appears to be similar in mechanism to the Cll hydroxyla-
Il6

stion in steroid hormone synthesis. The highest

reported yields of 7<*-hydroxyc: olesterol in microsomal
32

preparations are of the order of 0.p-l«9%• Studies

have been hampered by the ease with which cholesterol

can be attacked non-enzymieally by molecular oxygen

to form autoxidation products, one of which is

7<x-hydroxycholesterol; the formation of this sterol by

such a mechanism probably accounts for a considerable

portion of the "enzymic* 7<*-hydroxylase activity

reported by early workers. Autoxidation of cholesterol

will be discussed in section 3»

Since this hydroxylation reaction has not been

successfully Investigated, the characteristics and



Oxygenases

Oxygen transferase

A + O, A O,

2. Mixed function oxidase (hydroxylase

a. internal

A-BH + 02 ►A— B(OH) + Q2'

b. externa I

(i) A-B + 02 + 2e ► A (OH)—B ( OH)

(ii) AH +■ 02 + 2e ►A-OH + O2"

2e supplied by NADPIH

NADH

T. H. Fo I a te

Ascorbate

Figure U: Oxygenases classified according to Mason. 50
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properties of the enzymes system must he inferred by

consideration of other hydroxylations which have been

investigated and purified. Many steroid hydroxylases

have been studied with outstanding success, and son®

have been found to utilise molecular oxygen

stoichioraetrically.^"^ Most require NADFH (some

NADH) as a specific electron donor in the hydroxylation
50

reaction, and are classified according to Mason-' as

mixed function oxidases, hydroxylases or mono-oxygenase^.

Such enzymes comprise a significant part of the large

group of enzymes termed oxygenases (figure i|), which

all show an absolute requirement for molecular oxygen.

It has become apparent in the last decade that the

fixation of oxygen by these enzymes forms an important

part of the normal metabolism of cells; a wealth of

data on the function and characteristics of oxygenases

is now available.51»52,53.

Concomitant with investigations of oxygenase-type

enzymes, several heme-containing components have been

detected and are likely to be involved in hydroxylation

reactions. These hemo-protein, cytoehrcnie-like

materials are implicated in the terminal stages of the

electron transport systems from HADHI to oxygen, which

must compete with the conventional electron pathways

for oxygen and pyridine nucleotides. One of these

hemo-proteins has emerged as a participant in a number

of mixed function oxidations and has been termed
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cytochrome P-l+50, since it can combine with carhon

monoxide, to give a characteristic absorption hand

at This pigment represents a new type of

oxidase which participates in the hydroxylation of drugs

carcinogens and steroids, and can apparently interact

with oxygen and substrate during the hydroxylation

reaction.55-59

In liver, the hemo-protein has been implicated as

the oxygen activating enzyme for a number of NADFH-

dependent microsomal hydroxylations.^0""^4 Some of these

hydroxylations appear to be non-specific and are part of

the extensive capacity of liver microsomes for the

metabolism of a large number of foreign compounds.

Although most aerobic hydroxylations possess a specific

requirement for KADFH, other physiological electron

donorB are utilised by many reactions. The electrons

may be supplied by ascorbic acid, NADH, etc.

Substituted pteridines such as tetrahydrofolic acid

and biopterin are utilised by some hydroxylases^ which
also require NADFH to maintain the pteridine moiety

in the reduced state; the function of KADPH in these

reactions is therefore not directly concerned with the

actual hydroxylation step. The organisation of

microsomal redox components has been extensively

reviewed by Mason.^ Soluble Factor (3.F.), used in

studies of mitochondrial cholesterol oxidation, contains

co-factors which can markedly enhance certain steroid
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66
hydroxylationsj the comparable activity of S.F. and

reduced pteridines has suggested that this fraction

contains one or more pteridines having biiogical

activity. Metal ions, also implicated in cholesterol

oxidase activity, have been shown to be involved in

reactions catalysed by oxygenase-type enzymes,^ so

that the mitochondrial side chain cleavage of

cholesterol in liver may involve enzymes of the mixed

function oxidase category.

Little is known of the co-factor requirements of

the microsomal catabolism of cholesterol, especially

the and 12<x-hydroxylation steps. However, rat

liver microsomes can efficiently 7<*-hydroxylate various
68

steroids such as deoxycholic acid , dehydro-

epiandrosterone, pregnenolone^ and 3^-hydroxy-A^-
70

cholenic acid' , the latter compound having the same

structure in rings A,B,C and D as cholesterol. These

hydroxylations appear to be effected by mixed function

oxidases, utilising molecular oxygen and NADPH.

On the basis of these findings, it is expected that

cholesterol-7<x-hydroxylase will also belong to this

category of enzymes. The 7*-hydroxylation of

cholesterol has been investigated in cell-free

preparations of rat liver, in the light of current

knowledge of hydroxy lations reactions which may have

similar mechanisms. The objects of the study v/ere:

(1) the in vitro demonstration of cholesterol-
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7<x-hydroxylase •

(2) the investigation of factors influencing

this reaction.

(3) an assessment of the 7*-hydroxylation of

cholesterol as the first step in bile acid

formation, and as a rate-controlling factor

in cholesterol catabolism "by the liver.
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M^thgfls

The rats used in this study were young adult

males of the Wistar strain hred from the Departmental

colony, and weighing from 180 to 21+0 g. Their diet

consisted of rat cake (Oxoid 86; 75% whole meal flour,

20%. fish and hone meal, 5% dried yeast), except in

certain cases where a "soft diet" was used to

facilitate mixing with various additions. The soft

diet was composed of 70% whole meal flour, 25% skimmed

milk powder and 5% yeast.

(i) Tigffl+e prepayaUW

The rats were killed hy a sharp "blow on the head

and the livers (7—12 g.) rapidly excised. The liver

was placed in a tared "beaker containing 0.25 M. sucrose;

this procedure allowed a rapid chilling of the organ

and also served to remove extraneous "blood. All

subsequent operations were carried out at 0 to 5°.

The sucrose was removed and the liver finely

minced with scissors. Homogenisation was effected in

four times the tissue weight by volume of 0.25 M.

sucrose, using a Teflon/glass homogeniser with a

clearance of 0.15-0.20 mm. This process was kept to a

minimum, and was continued only as long as pieces of



20^ liver hcmogenate in
0.25U sucrose

600g/10 min.

Nuclei, cell
debris (discard)

"18,000g
supernatant"

105,0C0g/50 min.

Microsomes

Supernatant 1

18,000g/15 min.

Mitochondria

Cell fluid

10 mitu/iCP
centrifuge

S.F. (soluble Factor)

Figure 5: Flow diagram of cell fractionation.
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whole liver v/ere visible in the horaogeniser tube. The

homogenisation step was found to "be a critical factor

in the assay of enzymic activity (section 5).

The liver homogenate was subjected to differential

centrifugation as shown in the flow diagram (figure 5).

Only a few experiments were performed with the

mitochondrial fraction, so that normally the first

low-speed centrifugation was omitted. After the second

centrifugation, the Supernatant* consisted of the

endoplasmic reticulum in the cell sap, and this was the

fraction most often used. This fraction is referred to

as the 18,000 g supernatant. Further centrifugation

afforded the microsomal and cell sap fractions, which

have been used separately and in combination. In

some cases the 105,000 g supernatant fraction was heated

at 90° for 10 minutes, and centrifuged to remove

denatured protein, leaving the 3oluble Fraction (S.F.),
described in the introduction. "washed preparations

of microsomes were obtained by suspending the microsomal

pellet in isotonic potassium chloride or 0.25 M. sucrose

by gentle hand homogenising, and repeating the

centrifugation. For addition to incubations, the

microsomal fraction was taken up in one of these wash

solutions so that the k ml. of the final suspension

contained the microsomes from approximately 1.3 g. of

liver. Each incubation sample contained 4 ml. of this
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suspension or 4 ml, of the 14,000 g supernatant

fraction, also equivalent to the 1,3 g, of whole liver,

S.P, or 105,000 g supernatant from the same weight of

liver was added in 4 ml, aliquots, made up to this

volume with 0,25 M, sucrose. Mitochondria or microsomes

were suspended in these fractions where required, in

order to keep the final incubation volume constant.

Every incubation therefore contained the appropriate

cell fraction(s) from the same quantity of liver, so th4t
the metabolism by the different preparations could be

compared directly.

Acetone powders were prepared from the microsomal

fraction. The microsomes, suspended in a small volume

of 0,154 M, KC1,, were poured with vigorous stirring

into 40-50 volumes of acetone (-40°), The

precipitate was rapidly filtered, washed twice with

acetone and finally with cold ether. After removal

of all solvent at room temperature under vacuum, tx.e

dry, friable powder was stored at -15°C, The

microsomes from 1 g, of liver yielded about 60-70 mg,

of powder. Lipid analysis of the powder showed that

it contained only trace amounts of cholesterol,

cholesterol esters and triglyceride. Each incubation

contained 70 mg, of acetone powder (equivalent to

1,0 g, liver) suspended in 4 ml. 0.25 M, sucrose.
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(ii) fricy.batj.pns

Incubations with cholesterol-U-^C were fortified

with an NADPH generating system, except in those

experiments designed to illustrate the requirements

for this nucleotide. The NADPH generator was composed

of:

0.5 ml. NADP solution (5^f mole)
0*5 ml. glucoses-phosphate solution (30jH mole)
0.1 ml. glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (1 unit,

where 1 unit converts 1 p mole of NADP into NADPH at 25°
in the presence of glucose-6-phosphate). The system

was pre-incu"bated at room temperature for 10 minutes,

to ensure that most of the NADP was in the reduced form.

These concentrations of the generator components are

referred to as 'normal1 in section

Incubations were "buffered with phosphate

(NagHPO^/NaHgPO^) at a molarity of 0.1 at pH 7.U.
In a smaller number of experiments Tri^hydrochloride

(Tris(hydroxy-methyl)-amino methane) was used at the

same pH but with a molarity of 0*05. 2 ml. of the

appropriate buffer was used in each sample. Unless

otherwise stated, every incubation contained phosphate

buffer and NADPH in these concentrations.

Cholestdrol-ii.-'Li4C was purified before use by thin

layer chromatography in the solvent system described

below, in order to remove products of air oxidation.
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This radioactive substrate was then stored in re¬

distilled acetone at —15° for less than four days

before use# Each incubation sample received the

substrate in 0#05 ml# of acetone (0#l-0#2yf C) •
Additions of other co-factors were made as far as

possible in distilled water, in a volume which did not

exceed 0#3 ml#, in order to minimise dilution effects#

Where such materials were not water soluble,

they were added in a small volume of acetone (0.05-0,1

ml#)# Total incubation volume was 7#l-7#3 ml#

In a large number of incubations it was possible to

mix the NADPH generator, buffer and tissue before

division into a number of incubation flasks in order to

eliminate errors in pipetting small volumes. The

substrate was not included in this mixture and was added

separately# Incubations were conducted at 37° in a

shaking water bath, usually for one hour# The gas

phase in each case was air, except in those experiments

investigating the effects of carbon monoxide on the

system# Glass tubes were filled with water from an

aspirator; the water was then displaced with 700 ml#

of oxygen-free nitrogen, and mixtures of carbon monoxide

and oxygen tn a total volume of 300 ml# By a manifold

system, the gas could then be led through the incubation

flasks, against a back pressure of about 3-^4 cm. of

water# The incubation flasks were thoroughly flushed



Incubation mixture (7 ml)

Pellet

20 ml chloroform

Pellet

boiling
ethyl acetate

Pellet

discarded

10 ml methanol

Extract

combined

(Phases separated at each stage
by centrifugation)

Aqueous extract

combined

Aqueous layer (a)
discarded

Combined lipid
extract ( fceOH/CHCl /

ethyl acetate)

water wash (b)
discarded

Tissue extract

Flcrure 6; Flow diagram of extraction procedure.
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for about 5 minutes before the addition of the

substrate, then at frequent intervals over the period

of the incubation.

''

The reactions were stopped by the addition of

10 ml. of methanol, and extraction accomplished as shown
'

in figure £. No radioactivity was detected either in

the aqueous layer (a), ac in the final water trash (b).
The extraction procedure shown was found to remove

98-100% of the added radioactivity; of this about 90%
was removed by chloroform extraction alone and the rest

by boiling ethyl acetate.

(iv) Cfrrgftfitpgraphy

Although the extraction technique was efficient

in removing radioactive lipid material from the samples,

very little material was present in the final extract

(c) which interfered with final analysis by thin layer

chromatography. The dried extracts could therefore be

transferred directly to thin layer plates (27 x 6 cm.).

This was done by three washings of 0.2 ml. of chlorofornli

using a fine capillary, which transferred 80-90% of the

extract on to the plate.

Slica gelH(Merck) was used as adsorbent, and was

slurried with water to give a viscous suspension. The

o-inns -nlates were spread with a hand tool to give a
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layer of 0.25 rani, when dry. Drying was effected "by

heating at 110-120° for 30 minutes. After spotting

the samples and the standard mixture on the same plate,

the plates were developed for 1.5-2 hours during which

time the solvent ascended the gel for about 25 cm.

The time taken for chromatography was rather long, "but

this was compensated "by the excellent separation of the

various sterols. The solvent system used in all of

these experiments was benzenes ethyl acetate 11 7s13

and this mixture was found to give good separations both

of metabolites of cholesterol and metabolites of

7ot-hydroxyeholesterol (section 9). Standard samples

were visualised by spraying with dodeca-molybdo-

phoaphoric acid in ethanolj after heating the various

materials appeared as orange or blue spots on a yellow

background.

(v) Radioactive assay

The plates were assayed for radioactivity by a

non-destructive method using a window-less gas-flow

counter where the labelled products were required for

further investigation. This method was not as

efficient as liquid scintillation counting, which was

used as a more absolute measure of radioactivity to

obtain the results described in this thesis. The

equipment used was a Packard Tri-carb Liquid

Scintillation Spectrometer, using toluene with primary
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and secondary scintillators and containing 1# methanol.

Gel from the thin layer plates was scraped directly

into the counting vials. Append!;: 1 shows the

reproducibility of counting with this equipment, and

also that negligible quenching occurred in the presence

of silica gel. The efficiency of the spectrometer was

linear up to about 150,000 c/m; samples containing mora

radioactivity than this were divided into 2 or 3 smaller

samples. Efficiency of counting for was about

65% and for about kOfo,

(vi) Expression of results

The total radioactivity on the thin layer plates
• j/.-f *>*■. ■■

could be calculated from the results of liquid

scintillation counting. The totals of each plate

differed slightly since the Egid extracts ware not

transferred quantitatively to the thin layer plates.

However, this was of no Consequence, since the

radioactivity corresponding to each standard was

expressed as a percentage of the total radioactivity

on the plate, which included the substrate

cholesterol-h- This method was used to obtain

the results shown in the figures and tables.

In all of the experiments described in this study

where cholesterol-h-^C was used as substrate, metabolj

of this sterol was found to occur to 6 detectable
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products, so that the radioactivity was confined to

six areas of the plates. The amounts of these

products were extremely variable, and the conditions

under which they were formed are discussed later.

Their Rf values correspond to the following standards:

cholestan-3|3»5 6 tr iol
cholest-5~en-3,7^-diol (7p -hydroxycholes terol)
cholest-5en-3^-ol-7-one (7-ketocholesterol)
cholest-5-en-3|5,7(*-diol (7c*-hydroxyeholesterol)
cholest-l^-en-3-on-7<*—ol

choles t-2+-en-3 on-7<x., 12oc-diol

The first three of these products are formed "by

non-enzymic mechanisms from cholesterol as described

in section 3# For most purposes in this work, the

total metabolism of cholesterol-it- attributable to

these three compounds comprises the group of products

termed rautoxidation*•

The second group of compounds, in contrast, have

all been shown to have physiological significance

(section 1 - figure 3)* The latter two, formed by

oxidation and 12ot-hydroxylation of 7x-hydroxycholesterolj,

were formed in s©all yield under the incubation conditiopis

employed in these investigations, and in no case

totalled more than 25& of the radioactivity found in

the area attributed to 7x-hydroxycholesterol. In some

experiments none of the 12cx-hydroxylated derivatives
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was detected. The three products have "been grouped

together and termed "enzymic -jroducts", although the

purpose of this work has heen to prove that this indeed

is the case. The terminology of autoxidation and

enzymic products is therefore largely one of convenience,

the aim "being to simplify the assessment of the overall

metabolism of the substrate. The evidence Justifying

the distinction between ^enzymic1* and^autoxidation*'

products will be presented in section 3.
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Section

Interaction of cholesterol with molecular oxygen

The problems associated with the autoxidation of

cholesterol were discussed briefly in section 1. Non-

enzymic oxygen attack of cholesterol does not- appear to

occur in vivot autoxidation products in tissue extract

identified by early workers were probably artifacts

formed during extraction and analysis. This problem

arises in in vitro studies with sub-cellular fractions,

especially with preparations of liver. Little

autoxidation appears to occur in cell fractions from

other organs, e.g. bovine adrenal cortex mitochondria^1
72

and rat ovarian mitochondria , etc. The difference

in susceptibility of cholesterol towards non-enzymic

attack may be due to the amounts of free cholesterol

in the preparation; lipoprotein bound or esterified

cholesterol apparently is protected against autoxidatio^i
The added cholesterol-ii-1^ was in the form of the free

sterol. Some tissues may afford a protection of the

free sterol by high levels of 'anti—oxidants*; these

msybelhee radical trapping agents, since autoxidation

mechanisms may involve attack by free radicals

(section 6).

Normally, an in vitro biochemical reaction is

controlled by the inclusion of a boiled, enzymically
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inactive sample, incubated and assayed under identical

conditioner an estimate of non-enzymic activity can theji
be made. Unfortunately this technique cannot be used

in this work since inactivation of the tissue by boiling

actually enhances non-enzymic attack, giving a

significant and random conversion of the substrate to a

variety of products. Various sections in this thesis

are concerned with the techniques which have been

developed to minimise non-enzymic metabolism; in many

studies, however, it has been necessary to allow, or

correct, for autoxidative conversion of the substrate

as a normal consequence of the in vitro assay system.

Such products must be carefully considered so that they

are not confused with enzymically formed products.

Since autoxidation is in reality a demonstration

of the reactivity of the cholesterol molecule towards

molecular oxygen, it is likely that the normal, enzymic

reaction occurring in the liver cell also utilises this

property of the cholesterol molecule. The reactive

centre of cholesterol is located in the 5*6 double bond

region of the molecule; positions and 7 are allylic

and are thus reactive (figure l). Ttf-hydroxycholesterOf.,

postulated to be the first intermediate in cholesterol

catabolism by the liver, has also been identified as

one of the major products of autoxidation. Recently,

more than thirty possible cholesterol autoxidation

products have been found,73 major ones shown to be
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Fj,fiure 7: Major autoxidation products of cholesterol
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7*-hydroxycholesterol, 7p-hydroxyeholesterol, 7-*keto-
cholesterol and eholestan-3^»5<*»6p-»triol (figure 7)»
It is essential, therefore, that a distinction can "be

made "between enzymie and non-enzymic activity. In

order to do this it is necessary to consider as many of

the known and postulated autoxidation products as

possible, to determine the mechanisms "by which they

arise» It should then he possible to assess how they

may interfere with the assay for enzymic activity.

One theory is that the attacking species is

molecular oxygen itself, forming hydroperoxides of

cholesterol. Hydroperoxides, which are generally

unstable compounds, could then decompose in different

ways to give the products which are eventually detected.

Two hydroperoxides of cholesterol have been prepared

chemically, the 5<* and 7*-hydroperoxides (figure 8 and

appendix 4)• The 5«-hydroperoxide is the product of

initial attack under the influence of light and can be

isomerised to the 7oi-position. There is also some

evidence for a 6-hydroperoxide formed by attack at Cg.
The 7<*-hydroperoxide is interesting in that a simple

reduction could form 7x-hydroxycholestero^ an

autoxidation and a postulated enzymic product. This

illustrates how enzymie and non-enzymic mechanisms might

share a common oxygenated intermediate species. Froduc

formation by the two routes would depend on the

directional influences of the medium: where conditions



Figure 8: Formation of cholesterol-5<*-* and
7<*-hydroperoxides.



Figure 9:

I



Mla.ior products formed on incubation of

qftQleirterol-ifc- ancj 7^-ftyaropero^aeq -;ith ,

microsomes. 18.000 g supernatant or microsomal acetone

•pov/der.

iBWba^lon tj^ 1 frpyr.

5ot-OOH 7<x-OGH

7<x-hydroxycholesterol ++ +++

7^-hydroxycholesterol - +

chole a t-6~en-3^ >51x-dio1 ++ -

7-keto-cholesterol - ++
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favoured enzymic activity, the predominant product

would he formed enzymieally. Mono-oxygenated

derivatives of cholesterol, epoxides, can he prepared

chemically. A steroid epoxide formed from a possible

naturally occurring internal peroxide has also heen

reported."^® The 5,6 <* and 5»6j? epoxides of cholesterol
are shown in figure 9.

The oxygenated compounds described above represent

some of the possible intermediates which might be formed

by oxygen attack, and which could be involved in both

enzymic andron-enzymic mechanisms.

The experimental data presented in this section

are the results of some investigations with

cholesterol Sec- and 7<x-hydroperoxides and with

eholesterol-5*6tf-epoxide to determine if any or all of

these compounds are possible intermediates in

autoxidative or enzymlc mechanisms. The materials were

prepared as described in the appendix and incubated as

normal.

(i) 5*- qnq 7^-WropepQ^iAe?

Both hydroperoxies were unstable and were converted

to other products on incubation with buffer at pH 7.U.

In the presence of any tiBsue preparation, boiled

or native, the conversion of each compound to the

products shown in table 1 was quantitative. The
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7<*-hydroperoxide formed 7o(-hydroxycholesterol and

7-keto-cholesterol; ma;}or products from the

5*-hydroperoxide were cholest-6-en-3y?,5<x-diol, and
7tx-hydroxychole sterol. The formation of 7<x-hydroxy-

cholesterol from the 5<*-hydroperoxide suggested that

isomerisation could occur on incubation. In both cases

about six minor products were observed. These products

had mobilities more and less than the parent compoundj

one of these derivatives appeared to be 7^-hydroxy-
cholesterol. The conversion of cholesterol-!?*- or-

•;• -V>i'-i■H'.';U.VW--•

7<*-hydroperoxide was not affected by 1TADPH.

(ii) Cfcdlgsterol-5 o(.6rt-eooxlde-3H (Appendix k)

This compound was also found to be unstable on

incubation with buffer (table 2); NADFH again had

little effect, but boiled tissue appeared to protect

the substrate against decomposition. vVith unbailed

18,000 g supernatant, a 15% conversion was observed.

The reaction products appeared to be cholestan-3^, 5<xf
6^-triol (possibly formed by hydrolytic cleavage),
cholestan-3^,5x-diol and a material with the mobility
of 7^-hydroxycholesterol which was not identified
further. In contrast to the hydroperoxides, which

were decomposed equally well by boiled preparations,

there may be an enzymic reaction which can metabdLise

this epoxide.

However, none of three compounds examined was



%Conversion
Bufferalone
NADFH
Boiled18,000

g

+

NADPH

18,000
g

+

NADFH

cholestan-3p,5<*,6p-triol
2.5

2.3

1.2

7.3

cholestan~3p
,5(X-diol
0.5

1.1

1.3

2.1

*7p-hydroxycholesterol
3.0

1.7

1.0

5.8

%

Total

conversion
6.0

5.1

3.5

15.2
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selectively converted into 7o(-h,ydroxycholesterol "by an

eneymic mechanism, so that they are unlikely to "be

involved in enzymic 7<*-hydro:xylation. Nevertheless,

the instability of such compounds has been demonstrated,

and intermediate formation of materials of this type

could well account for a number of autoxidation

products. Although unstable intermediates are

unlikely to survive in appreciable quantities after

incubation, extraction, etc,, same maybe present in

the final analysis of lipid extracts. Their detection

at this stage would be difficult, since epoxide and

hydroperoxide functions impart little additional

polarity to the cholesterol molecule. The mobilities

of the hydroperoxides and epoxides by thin layer

chromatography were found to be very similar to 7-ketc-

cholesterdl, from which they could not be separated

(Appendix 2), The products formed from these

derivatives, mainly diols, also tend to have similar

polarities so that the dihydroxysterol area of the thin

layer plate can contain:

7<tf-and 7^-hydroxycholesterol
cholestan-3^, 5t*.-dicl (from o(- epoxide)
cholestan-3^,6p*diol (from^- epoxide)
cholest-6-en-3^, fxxs-di ol (from 5 oc- 00H)
cholest i-5-en-3j?,U^-diol, which may also be an

autoxidation product, has the same mobility as cholost-

6-en-3j? ,5<K-cliol.
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Fortunately, the products formed on incubation of

cholesterol-U-^C with liver cell fractions did not

appear to "be a complex mixture of these materials.

Metabolism of this substrate under all conditions

produced only six detectable and apparently homogeneous

radioactive metabolites, formed in varying amounts

dependent on the conditions of incubation. These

compounds behaved on thin layer as the named standards,

and were identified by the methods detailed in appendix

3.

(A) ' c^Qlgskan-S j?, 5a1frr i&l'
Radioactive material isolated from incubation

was co-chromatographed with choiestan-3|?»5<X»6^-triol,
5^-cholestan-3x,7<*-12rtriol (trihydroxycoprostane) , and
cholest-5-en-3j?,7/K,26-triol. The physiological
significance of the latter two triols has been discussed

in section 1. The radioactivity ran with the

autoxidation triol, which was more polar than the other

two. A sample of the unknown material was oxidised

v/ith N-bromosuecinimide and again chromatographed. It

has the Rf value of cholestan-3^,5<x-diol-6-one, the
oxidation product of cholestan-3p,5o(,6p-triol. It was
concluded that the metabolite was cholestan-v^fS^^p-trioL.

This trihydroxylated sterol was not metabolised

further by liver cell fractions.
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(B) ' 7^-h-Vdroxycholesterol'
The radioactive metabolite was crystallised to

constant specific activity with standard

7^-hydroxycholesterol. The radioactivity was retained
by the crystals. It was concluded that the material

was 7^-hydroxycholesterol; no further metabolism of
this compound was observed.

(C) 'T-fre^Q-cfrp^stepQl'

Attempts to crystallise the 7-keto-cholesterol-like

material were unsatisfactory; in some cases the

radioactivity was retained, in others not. It was

concluded that this fraction was of heterogeneous

composition, and possibly contains 7-keto-cholesterol

with one or more products in varying amounts. This

metabolite will be further discussed in section 6.

A tritiated sample of 7-keto-cholesterol (prepared

as in Appendix k) was incubated with boiled and native

18,000 g supernatant fraction. With boiled tissue

there was a small but detectable metabolism (table 3),

presumably autoxidative, to several products which had

the mobilities of cholestan-3^,5<x,6j?-triol, 7<*- and
-hydroxycholesterol and less polar products. In

native tissue, there was a significant, selective

conversion to 7B-hydroxycholesterol, suggesting that a
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Pf 1 hgqr

at 37° b.v 18.000 g supernatant with HADPH.

% Conversion Boiled Native

cholestan«-3j3,5^,6^-triol 3.0 2.5

7<X-0H chol. Imh 1.2

7^-OH chol. 2.3 57.0

Non-polar metabolite 2.0 8.8

Total 8.7 69.5
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7-keto reductase was present in the preparation.

7-keto-cholesterol may "be the ma^or source of

-hydroxycholesterol found in incubations; there is

little evidence of significant 7cx.-hydroxych.olesterol

formation from this compound. The mechanisms of triol

formation from 7-keto-cholesterol are not known.

The three metabolites identified above, together

constitute the group of products referred to as

'non-enzymic' or 'autoxidation' throughout this work.

It has been shown that active preparations may

metabolise cholesterol-tf-epoxide and 7-keto-cholesterol}

there is little evidence of 7<x-hydroxycholesterol being

formed from these compounds. The term 'non-enzymic

products' is therefore used to simplify assessment of

several products, which do not include 7<x-hydroxy-

cholesterolj it does not imply that no enzymes are

involved at any stage in the formation of these

products.

The last three of the six metabolites together

make up the group termed 'enzymic* and were identified

as follows.

(A) ' Tx-h-vdr oxvcholesterol'

The radioactive material was crystallised to constant

specific activity; the radioactivity was retained by



the crystals so that it was concluded that the

radioactive metabolite was 7tf-hydroxyeholesterol

(B) *cho.lest-i^en-gQq-Txpl* and

'cbple^t-^-pft-v-pn-^lggf-dipj.'

The two metabolites having the mobilities of these

compounds (whose physiological significance was discussed

in section l)were not crystallised with standards

since they were formed in small yields, and standard

materials were in short supply. Evidence of their

identities is circumstantial and is based on the

following:

(1) Their mobilifes were unlike any

autoxidation products; they were not formed in boiled

preparations,

(2) Their formation followed that of

7<x-hydroxychole sterol and not the autoxidation

products. 7<x-hydroxycholesterol was the major product,

with the two metabolites together accounting for less

than of the total activity.

(3) Subsequent study with 7rt-hydroxycholesterjol
(section 9) showed that these compounds were the major

metabolites of 7ot-hydroxycholestex el.

The results described in the rest of

this work are expressed as described in this section.

On many occasions, it v/as evident that all of the

7*-hydroxych.olesterol formed by a preparation could
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not "be attributed to an enzymic source, so that under

these conditions an autoxidative mechanism for

7<X-hydroxylation "becomes significant. .Jhere

autoxidation in general was low, it was presumed that

essentially all of the product was formed enzymically.

Reference will "be made to these effects when they are

apparent.
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Section U.

U) MetabvUm 9t cholegs tgyp l-lf-^jljiy liver cell

factions.

Cell fractionation procedure is described in

section 2. Each incubation sample contained whole

homogenate, mitochondria or microsomes from about 1.3 g.

of liver. Supernatant or S.F. fraction from the same

weight of liver was added where indicated. The samples

were buffered to a total volume of about 7 ml, with

0.1 M. phosphate pH 7.U; NADPH generator and substrate

cholesterol-h-^C were the only other components of the

incubations, which were carried out for one hour at

37°. The results are shown in table i+» expressed as

autoxidatlon and enzymic products as previously definea.

(a) Lftv^r hoWQffeaatt*

Enzymic products formed in this fraction consisted

of equal but small amounts of 7x-hydroxycbolesterol and

its oxidation product, cholest~h-en-3-on-7<><.-ol.

Total non-enzymic products in liver homogenate

accounted for about twice the radioactivity found in

the enzymic products.

(*>) Mitochondria

Conversion of cholesterol-^-"^ to
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7o<-hydroxycholesterol lay the mitochondrial fraction was

approximately the same as that found with whole

homogenate, "but slightly more cholest-^-en-3-on-7<*-ol

was synthesised. More of the autoxidation products

were formed.

(c) Microsomes

Formation of 7<X-hydroxycholesterol "by the

microsomal fraction was greater than "by mitochondria

or "by whole homogenate, "but the total conversion to

enzymic products was the same as that in mitochondria.

Formation of non-enzymic products was lower.

(d) Supernatant fraction

No metabolism of cholesterol-U-^C to either

enzymic or non-enzymic products "by the supernatant

fraction was observed.

Comparison of the metabolism of cholesterol-i+~^C
by whole homogenate, mitochondria or microsomes showed

that none of these fractions was capable of effecting a

significant conversion to 7<Xrhydroxycholesterol in the

absence of autoxidation products. With the exception

of the supernatant fraction (in which there was no

oxidative metabolism) 7fc-hydroxycholesterol together

with its oxidation product accounted for only about one

third of the total conversion by each fraction. None j
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of the 12o<«»hydroxylated derivative was detected in

these samples. Autoxidation in these samples was high

by comparison with the metabolism to 7<*-hydroxycholesier ol

and cholest-4-en-3-on-7rt-ol, so that it seems likely

that a significant proportion of the 7<*-hydroxycholester ol

may have been formed "by a non-enzymic route, in which

case the true enzymic activity may "be substantially lower

than the above estimates.

In view of the low enzymic activity of these cell

fractions, combinations of mitochondria and microsomes

with the 105,000 g supernatant and S.P. fractions were

assayed for activity.

(e) 1. MAtQtrtjontapia + supernatant

The presence of cell supernatant fraction

with mitochondria increased the conversion of

cholester01-4- to more than twice that found with

mitochondria alone. However, this increase was due

largely to an enhanced formation of the autoxidation

products; enzymic activity was indeed larger but the

two enzymic products accounted for little more than a

quarter of the total metabolism. Nevertheless, this

increase was accounted for by an increase only in

7°<.-hydroxycholesterol, and not by an increase in

cholest-U-en-3-on-7<\-ol. Metabolism to

7«-hydroxycholesterol by this preparation was more than

four times that found in the mitochondrial fraction.
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2. Mltgcftqnclr.fta + S'-F'

Metabolism of cholesterol-^- by the

mitochondrial fraction fortified by S.F. was slightly

greater than that by mitochondria alone. Again

autoxidation was enhanced as with native supernatant

fraction, and there was also an increase in the amount

of 7<x-hydroxycholesterol formed. This increase gave a

metabolism to this sterol which was twice that found

with mitochondria alone.

(f) 1. Microsomes + supernatant

Of the total product formation by the combined

microsomal and cell supernatant fractions, non-enzymic

products accounted for less than half of the radioactivity,

with 7K-hydroxycholesterol alone representing a

conversion of 2.1$ of cholestercl-h-^C, making a

total of 2.9% with its oxidised derivative,

cholest-l+-en-3-on-7o(-ol.

2. i/4^05W<?B t SfF.

Fortified with S.F. fraction, microsomes

effected a total metabolism slightly greater than that

found in the corresponding mitochondrial preparation

but the enzymic products were almost doubled, the increase

appearig as a selective increase in 7^-hydroxyoholestercl.

In the presence of native 105,000 g
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supernatant fraction or S.F., metabolism of

cholesterol-i^- by the mitochondrial and microsomal

fractions was markedly enhanced. Cell supernatant

was the more potent of the two preparations.

Formation of non-enzymic products by fortified

mitochondrial preparations was increased more than the

enzymic products in the same samples; no increase in

cholest-h~en-3~on-7<x.-ol, the oxidised metabolite of

7<V-hydroxycholesterc^ was observed, so that there

appeared to be a significant stimulation of

7<*-hydroxylase activity. The largest increases in the

metabolism to 7<X.-hydroxycholesterol were found in the

fortified microsomal preparations, in which the total

conversions exceeded those in the corresponding

mitochondrial preparations. With the 105,000 g

supernatant microsomal conversion to 7<<-hydroxycholes erjal
was much larger than any of the other combinations

investigated. There appears to be little doubt that

significant enzymic 7o(-hydroxylase activity was present

in this sample. Increased activity was also present in

the microsomes + S.F. sample but was much lower than

with untreated cell sap.

Although some 7<*~hydroxylase activity was

found in the fortified mitochondrial preparations

(possibly due to microsomal contamination in the

mitochondrial fraction) it was considered that

microsomal preparations would be the obvious choice
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for further investigation of the enzyme system which

effects the 7<X-hydroxylation of cholestero1-4-.

(ii) Metabolism of cholesterol-h-^C h.v microsomal

BPepftrat?3.oaS

The results shown in the lower part of table 4

were obtaired under the same incubation conditions

described above, but using preparations of liver

microsomes only. The metabolism of cholesterol-i4.-^C
was studied in an isolated microsomal preparation, and

in microsomes resuspended in the cell sap (supernatant)

and in S.F. These preparations were contrasted with

the metabolism by the 18,000 g supernatant fraction,

i.e. a homogenate from which nuclei, cell debris and

mitochondria have been removed, and which can be

separated into the microsomal and 105,000 g

supernatant fractions.

(a) Simg

Of the total metabolism of cholesterol-^-"1"^ by the

microsomal fraction, more than half of the radioactivity

was accounted for by the two enzymic products.

Metabolism to 7<x-hydroxycholesterol alone represented

a conversion greater than to the three non-enzymic

products.
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(to) Microsomes + S.F.

This fortified microsomal preparation farther

enhanced the selective metabolism to

7<*-hyaroxycholosterol which accounted for 55, of the

more polar products.

(c) ?^11

Almost twice as much radioactivity was found in

the 7o(-hydroxychclesterol area as was found in the

three areas corresponding to the autoxidation products,

which were formed to the same extent as in the

microsomes + S.P# sample.

(d) Microsomes + supernatant (18,000 g supernatant).

A conversion of 8.0% to the two enzymic products

was obtained by incubation of the unseparated microsomes

+ supernatant fraction. In the same sample, total

metabolism to the three non-enzymic products accounted

for only 0.5% of the added radioactivity. Under these

conditions, it can toe presumed that essentially ail of

the 7x-hydroxycholesterol has been formed by an enzymic

mechanism.

The results from the two experiments shown in

table i+ indicate that the overall metabolism of

cholesterol—can toe enhanced toy S.F., and by native
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105,000 g supernatant fraction, the latter "being the

more effective. Conversion of the substrate to non-

enzymic products was very similar in the duplicate

samples of the two experiments, Enzymic activity, in

contrast, was higher in the second experiment,

specifically with respect to the 7o(-hydroxylase

activity, the effect being most pronounced in the

microsomal and microsomes + S.F, samples. The

difference in conversion to the enzymic products by

the microsomes + cell sap fractions was not so marked.

These results demonstrate the differences which are

invariably found in the levels of enzymic activity

present in identical preparations from different livers.

The similarity in the samples fortified with 105,000 g

supernatant therefore suggests that the enzyme system

requires one or more co-factors, whose distribution

between the cell fluid and microsomes is variable,

accounting for lower and widely different enzymic

activities in isolated microsomal fractions. Possibly

a thermo-lablle co-factor is involved, since

metabolism by microsomes + 8.F. is intermediate between

microsomes and microsomes plus cell sap. However, none

of these preparations of combined cell fractions

showed the large, selective metabolism to

7o(-hydroxycholesterol found to occur in the 18,000 g

supernatant fraction, where the conversion was more thar.

dofcle that by the recombined microsomal and 105,000 g
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supernatant fractions# This enhanced activity was

observed in the presence of only about one third of the

non-enzymic activity in the same sample. It was

evident that a much more physiological system existed

in this fraction than in any other previously examined,

and this resulted in a selective metabolism to the

enzymic product, 7c<-hydroxycholesterol. The low

level of the autoxidation products under these

conditions has been found to be indicative of an active

preparation; it is reasonable to postulate that an

absence of non-enzymic activity suggests that the

tissue preparation in the incubation medium provides

an environment which more closely approximates to

actual intra-cellular conditions. The substrate added

to this enzjnne solution is then less likely to be

attacked by a mechanism which is not operative in the

normal working of the cell; in this case the substrate

is protected against non-enzymic attack, the

autoxidation products (whose formation in vivo has

never been substantiated) are kept to a minimum.

Exactly why the sedimentation of the microsomal

fraction should produce a less active but more

autoxidation-sensitive system is not known.

Most of the results described in this thesis have

been obtained using the unseparated 18,000 g supernatant

fraction (apart from the present discussion, the
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microsomes + supernatant fraction referred to in later

work is synonymous with 18,000 g fraction). Not all

of the experiments were found to have such a high level

of enzymic activity as the preparation described in

this section, nor do they all show the same selectivity

in the conversion of cholesterol-i*-1^ to

7©<-hydroxyeholesterol. However, the effects of S.F.

and cell sap fractions have been well substantiated;

the reasons for the differences in the metabolism by

the different microsomal preparations will be later

discussed after consideration of various factors

which were found to influence the 7o(-hydroxylase system.

(iii) 9119m <st cfrolest^rpl-if-1^ by 3,8,000 g

supernatant

(microsomes + supernatant)

NADPH dependence

The experiments in the preceding two chapters of

this section were performed in the presence of an

NADFH generating system, whose components were added in

the concentrations described in section 2. For the

purposes of the following discussion, these

concentrations are referred to as "normal". In table

5 are shown the results of an experiment to investigate

the metabolism of cholesterol-i+-^4C by the 18,000 g

supernatant fraction in the presence of different



Table 5

Metabolism of cholesterol-U-1^ by 18.000 g

supernatant in 1 hour at 37° with

(glltTeysnt concentrations of NADFH.

N = •normal* concentration defined
in section 2.

% Conversion
N
lo N N x 10

Total o♦CM 3.U lu 3

Autoxidation 0.9 1.0 1.0

7<*-0H chol* 0.6 2.2 3.0

cho les t-U-en-3-on-7<K—ol 0.5 0.2 0.3
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concentrations of NADFH generator. The concentrations

used corresponded to the "normal" concentration, and

this concentration increased and decreased ten fold.

None of the three concentrations significantly-

affected the conversion of the substrate to non-enzymic

products. Enzymic activity, in contrast, varied

from 1,1% to 3*3% of the added radioactivity. Little

additional metabolism to the enzymic products was

obtained by increasing the NADFH concentration by a

factor of ten, but there was a substantial decrease in

these products with the lowest concentration. No

evidence of the 12s<-hydroxy la ted derivative of

cholest-4-en-3-on-7<x-ol was found in this preparation;

hov/ever, a significant oxidation of 7o<-hydroxycholestero

occurred in the presence of the low concentration of

NADPH, suggesting that this oxidation reaction was

enhanced by depletion of the reduced form of the

co-factor.

On the basis of this evidence, it was considered

that the concentration of NADPH defined as "normal"

should be used as the standard NADPH concentration for

further work. Although a higher level of enzymic

activity was observed at the highest concentration,

the extreme cost of material prohibited the use of this

concentration in normal workj the level of reduced
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co-factor in these circumstances is also very

unphysiological. The selected concentration is

probably much higher than that present in the intact

cell but it was considered essential to maintain a high

level of co-factor in the reduced form, in order to

counteract the losses due to the high levels of

glucose-6-phosphatase, and NADP'ase activities present

in microsomal preparations. Oxidation of NADFi itself

by the microsomal fraction is also very rapid.^

Summary.

1. Evidence presented in this section indicates

that the enzyme system responsible for the

7<x-hydroxylation of cholesterol is located in the

endoplasmic reticulum of the liver cell, the most active

enzyme fraction being the 18,000 g supernatant.

2. The 7^-hydroxylase system requires the

addition of NADPH; in the presence of low concentration

of this nucleotide the enzymic activity was

substantially reduced.

3« Non-enzymic activity, expressed as the total

of the three autoxidation products, was in some cases

large, and under these conditions it must be

concluded that true enzyraic 7^-hydroxylase activity

may be much lower than the values found, due to the

formation of 7(X-hydroxycholesterol from a non-enzyraic
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source* In the 18,000 g supernatant fraction, the

substrate appears to be protected against non-enzymic

oxygen attack.
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sggtara .5*

Factors affecting the activity of the cholesterol-

It-hY&QMlSSe system in the 16,000 g

supernatant fraction

In the previous section the metabolism of

cholesterol-l*-1^ was investigated in the 18,000 g

supernatant fraction (microsomes + supernatant). The

methods employed for cell fractionation and the

subsequent incubations are described in section 2;

these techniques are used by other workers in

investigations of this type, and can be considered as

fairly standard# However, the results obtained by

incubation of the 18,000 g supernatant fraction

indicated that large variations must be expected in the

levels of 7<x-hydroxylase activity# The present section

deals with the further investigation of the techniques

and conditions used in the assay system, in order to

determine where a loss of 7<x-hydroxylase activity

might occur even before incubation of the tissue, and to

ensure that, within narrow limits, conditions were

optimal for the enzyme system.



12 3 6 8 IO 12 16

No. of strokes

Figure 10: Metabolism of cholesterol-U-1^)
18,000 g supernatant fraction after
variable homogenisation of liver tissue.
Incubation for 1 hour at 37 with
NADPH.
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d) tissue bsmssa&sa&Xssk

After mincing, liver was homogenised as described

in section 2. This process was, however, subject to

extreme variation with the equipment employed. The

power source, a small electric motor attached to the

Teflon pestle, required constant adjustment during use

to maintain a slow and smooth homogenisation, so that it

was impossible to reproduce the same conditions exactly.

Investigations of the "extent" of homogenisation were

performed using a high torque motor, so that there was no

significant change of speed when in use. The speed

was fixed at 475 r.p.m. by a stepdown gear system.

After the liver homogenate had been prepared by this

method, it was centrifuged as usual at 18,000 g/15

minutes, and the preparation assayed for activity. The

units of "homogenisation" are arbitrarily defined as the

number of upward or downward strokes of the pestle.

In figure 10 are shown the results obtained by

incubation of the various 18,000 g supernatante with

cholesterol-i^-^C, Total enzymic activity, expressed

as the percentage conversion of the substrate to

7o(.-hydroxycholesterol and its two metabolites, varied

from 4.0 to 2.2%. Within these figures,

7<*-hydroxycholesterol itself accounted for 80-90^ of

the enzymic products; the proportion of the diol in

this experiment was rather lower and more variable

than found in other circumstances.
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The highest level of activity was observed where

the tissue had "been homogenised "by one stroke of the

pestle. Further homogenisation rapidly reduced the

activity, although this decrease was not so marked

after the initial few strokes, during which the

activity was reduced "by about 30%.

Non-enzymic products varied from 1.1 to 1.6%

conversion of the substrate, and their formation tended

to be rather erratic within these limits; no

significant increase or decrease in the total of these

three products was observed.

These results indicate that the organisation of

the 7<<-hyciroxylase system is vulnerable to a

homogenisation technique which cannot be considered as

harsh. In subsequent investigations of the 18,000 g

supernatant fraction, this method of homogenisation was

used. Two strokes of the pestle were employed since

it was found on some occasions that one stroke was not

sufficient for complete homogeneity of the suspension.



Time(min)at IS.OOOg

Metabolism of cholesterol-^- by the
supernatant and pellet fractions
obtained by centrifugation for various
times at 18,000 g.
Incubation for 1 hour at 37 with
NADPH.

Figure 11:
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(ii) Speed Qt gefllfflifugalflon.

In the pnparation of the 18,000 g supernatant

fraction, one centrifugation of the liver homogenate

was employed to remove nuclei, cell dehris and

mitochondria* This centrifugation, equivalent to

4.5 x 103 g hours, is relatively high compared with

values of 1 x 103 and 3 x 103 g hours used "by other

workers in the separation of the mitochondrial fraction.

The results presented in this chapter were obtained by

the incubation of the supernatant fraction and the

pellet fraction after centrifugation of the liver

homogenate for various times up to 30 minutes at

18,000 g. The two curves obtained for both enzymic anc.

autoxidative activity the supernatant and pellet fractions

are plotted in figure 11.

(a) Pellet

Enzymic and non-enzymic activity in the

pellet from each centrifugation were approximately

similar. After 10 minutes centrifugation, all of the

mitochondria were probably sedixnented, so that this

low level of activity substantiates the finding above

(section 4) that the mitochondrial fraction was not

the site of the 7x-hydroxylase system.
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("b) Supernatant

Whole liver horaogenate which had not "been

centrifuged was almost devoid of activity (cf. section

h)• Enzyraic activity, expressed as the total of the

three physiological products increased as the mito-

schondria were removed from the preparation,

7<<-hydroxycholesterol accounted for 82+-93'/° of the total

of the three products, with maximal metabolism of the

substrate occurring in the supernatant fraction isolated

at between 10 and 20 minutes at 18,000 g. After 20

minutes the activity again fell. Metabolism to the

three non-enzymic products increased to plateau level at

about 20 minutes; no decrease after 20 minutes

comparable to that found for the enzymic activity was

observed.

It was concluded that the rapid increase in

7e(-hydroxylase activity as the centrifugation time was

increased was due to the removal of sub-cellular

particles containing enzyme systems which compete with

the hydroxylase system for the available co-factors,

such as reduced NADP and other co-factors as yet

unidentified. The drop in activity of the supernatant

separated at 18,000 g for 30 minutes (9 x 10J g hours)

cannot be explained on the same basis; the

7*-hydroxylase system has already been established to

belong to the endoplasmic reticulum of the liver cell,

and centrifugation for this time should not sediment
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more than a small portion of the microsomes, which

fequire ahout 100,000 g hours for complete

sedimentation. However, it has "been demonstrated that

the enzyme system is sensitive to high speed

centrifugation, whereby the endoplasmic reticulum is

packed into pellet form. Possibly tlie reduction in

activity observed in this experiment v/as due to an

early stage in the packing process, implying that

system is sensitive even to the preliminary accumulation

of the endoplasmic reticulum prior to the formation of

the microsomal fraction as a discrete pellet.

The results of this Investigation show that

the centrifugation time of 15 minutes at 18,000 g used

for the isolation of the "microsomes + supernatant

fraction" lay within the range determined for optimum

7oc-hydroxylase activity.



Enzymic •
Autoxidati'on X

Figure 12: Metabolism of cho1estero1-h- C by the
18,000 g supernatant fraction at
different pH values.
Incubation for 1 hour at 37° with
NADPH.
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(iii) Variation of the oil of the incubation medium.

The metabolism of cholesterol-U-^^C "by the

18,000 g supernatant was studied in incubation samples

buffered with phosphate in the range 6.9 to 7.6 The

results are shown in figure 12. 7*-hydroxycholesterol

was the major enzymic product, accounting for 83-85% of

the radioactivity in the three metabolites, except at

pH 7.6 where this figure was 90%. The highest

conversion to these products was found in the range

pH 7.2 to 7.4# with the activity decreasing on either

side of these limits. However, the enzymic products

at pH 6.9 were found to be greater than the values founc.

at pH 7.0; further investigation at lower pH values

showed that this observation was indeed genuine.

Autoxidation products, which remain fairly constant in

the range of 7.2 to 7.6 also increased at pH values belpw

6.9. Rather erratic results were obtained at these

lower proton concentrations, but it was evident that

this was due to a significant stimulation of non-enzymid

activity. Presumably the interruption of the smooth

curve for the enzymic products in the range 7.0 to 7.6

was due to an enhanced formation of 7°<-hydroxycholesterol

from a non-enzymic source.

This investigation provides further indication

that a substantial portion of the 7*-hydroxycholesterol

isolated from incubations has arisen by an
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autoxidative mechanism. However, the pH of the

phosphate "buffer normally used In incubations was

7.4 Jfc 0.02, which was within the range of pH values
■t

at which enzymic metabolism was optimym, but in the

absence of a concomitant increase in non-enzymic

activity.
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Figure 13: Metabolism of cholesterol-4- C by

varying amounts of the enzyme preparation
(ml. of 18,000 g supernatant fraction).
Incubation for 1 hour at 37with
NADFH.
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(iv) Metabolism of choIesterol-U-^C "by different

concentrations of 18.000 g supernatant

frqctiop.

One of the large problems in the study of

cholesterol eatabolism by the liver is due to the large

and variable amounts of free and ester cholesterol

present in all of the sub-cellular fractions. In

order to be able to study the metabolic processes with

accuracy, it is necessary to use trace amounts of

radioactively labelled cholesterol. This further

complicates matters since there is no way of knowing

exactly in what form and environment the endogenous

cholesterol exists. It must be presumed that at least

some of the labelled material equilibrates with the

endogenous sterol, so that a radioactive assay of the

metabolites can be used as a measure of the metabolism

of the endogenous substrate. In this study, cholestercj>l-
was added as described in the form of the free

sterol, in a small volume of acetone. If

equilibration of this cholesterol with the endogenous

pool destined for catabolism to the bile acids takes

place, then it would be expected that, irrespective

of the amount of enzyme present in the sample, the

conversion of the labelled material to the various

products would be invariable, depending only on the

particular liver preparation under investigation.
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Figure 13 shows the metabolism of a fixed amount

of cholesterol-!*- by different amounts (volume) of

the 18,000 g supernatant fraction. Samples containing

less than I* ml. of tissue preparation were made up to

volume with 0.25 M. sucrose. The volumes of the

microsomes + supernatant fraction were equivalent to

0-1.3 g. of whole liver.

No metabolism was observed in the absence of

tissue. 7oC-hydroxycholesteroI, in the samples with

0.5 and 1.0 ml. cf tissue accounted for 90 and 88% of

the total enzymic products and from 1.5 to k ml.

represented 96 to 92% of the total. Between 2.5 and

I* ml. of tissue, the metabolism to the enzymic products

remained constant; the lowest value was found in the

presence of 1.0 ml. of tissue, the sample precedig

this being significantly higher. Non-enzymic product

formation was greatest in the presence of the lowest

concentrations of tissue, but this activity Y/as quickly

reduced as the amount of the enzyme increased. It

appeared that susceptibility towards autoxidative attack

increased as the samples were diluted, which also gave

a less active enzymic system. The anomalous increase

in the level of the "enzymic" products in the most

dilute system was considered to be explicable in the

same way ad described above (iii), i.e. an enhancement

of autoxidative activity results in an increase in

7<*-hydroxycholesterol from a non-enzymic source.
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These results show that within the range of 2.5

to ml. of the 18,000 g supernatant in a total

incubation volume of 7 ml# the measurement of the

radioactivity in the products is a valid measure of

the metabolism of endogenous substrate.

Equilibration of the labelled sterol with endogenous

cholesterol appeared to be excellent.



Time min.

Figure 1U: Metabolism of cholesterol-l+-^3 by the
18,000 g supernatant fraction.
Incubation for 0-3 hours at 37 with
NADFH.
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(v) Time course of product formation b.v the 18.000 g

TOwat#

Figure 11* shows the formation of enzymic and

autoxidation products "by the 18,000 g fraction, in two

experiments, over three hours.

Both graphs show that enzymic product formation

was initially rapid, with a fall*off after 30-60 minutes

The product was almost entirely 7(X-hydroxycholesterol

during the initial rise. The oxidised product of

7o(-hydroxycholesterol, cholest-l*-en-3-on-7«;-ol,

slowly increased, especially in the plateau region

after 30 minutes, suggesting that there may he a

depletion of NADEH at this stage, allowing the

oxidation reaction to proceed.

It will he noted that the level of activity in

each experiment was markedly different, illustrating

the variations which are found. Both curves have the

same characteristics, and in hoth cases the level of

autoxidation initially found was very low. At longer

incubation times it was found that the autoxidation

products rapidly increased until, in experiment 2, their

total exceeded that of the enzymic products. The

point at which this phenomenon occurred was different

in the two experiments and this again must he

explained hy biological variation.
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In experiment 2, a second addition of NADPH

generator was made at SO minutes, to determine if the

lack of this co-factor was responsible for the effects.

It appeared that this further addition did nothing to

check the rise in the autoxidation products; it was

also found that the irftial rate of enzymic product

formation could not "be restored, although a small

secondary stimulation was observed. However, in the

presence of large amounts of autoxidation it is

probable that a significant proportion of the

7<*-hydroxycholesterol was formed non-enzyrnically, so

that the actual stimulation of true enzymic activity was

probably quite small.

It is considered that the failure to induce a

secondary rate approximately the same as that found

originally, was due to certain effects which became

evident in the longer incubation times; these effects

are also manifest in the large increase found in the

autoxidation level occurring in this region. Possibly

the tissue preparation, which was fortified only with

NADPH, is -unable to preserve its structural integrity

for long periods; this results in a "decomposition" of

the enzyme system and allows the cholesterol in the

system to be exposed to an unphysiological environment

in which autoxidation can rapidly occur.

In all of the experiments described in the later

sections, incubations were conducted for no longer than
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60 minutes, since longer incubation produced a rather

confusing spectrum of products as shown in figure lit-.

However, in experiment 2, even at 60 minutes incubation

the autoxidation products were beginning to increase,

so that in those experiments where autoxidation was high,

this effect may have become evident at an even earlier

stage, and could account for the lower levels of enzymic

activity which were found, relative to the formation of

non-enzymic products.



• NADPH alone

Time (min.)

15: Metabolism of cholesterol-2+-^C by the
18,000 g supernatant fraction with
NADFH and NAD.
Incubation times shown in table 6.
NAD added to final concentration of
1.4 mM.
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,

(vi) Product formation "by the 18.000 g supernatant

wiljh NiffiHj and NAD.

The metabolism of cholesterol-h-^C was followed

over 50 minutes under the conditions above in (v).

Total enzymic products are plotted in figure 15, to

give a curve of the form already described.

7<X-hydroxycholesterol accounted for a high percentage

of the enzymic products as shown in table 6.

At the incubation times shown, where a sample was

removed for analysis, a duplicate sample was removed

and incubated for a further 30 minutes after the

addition of NAD. A series of samples was thus obtained,

with total incubation times varying from 30 minutes to

70 minutes.

It was found that, irrespective of the length of

"pre-incubation" period with NADPH, the same total

metabolism of the substrate occurred to the three

enzymic products, but the relative amounts of each of

the products was radically altered by incubation with

NAD which enhanced the further oxidation of

7^-hydroxycholesterol. NAD was therefore capable of

increasing the rate of formation of the three products

in the presence of NADFH, but could not affect the

total conversion to these metabolites. It will be

noted that the same conversion was attained by
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% 7*-h.vdroxyoholesterol of total enz.vniic

prpdyq^s \n f 15

7<x-hydroxycholesterol
cholest-i+-en-3-on-7°<-ol
cho 1es t-l+-en-3-on-7°S 12c*-diol

Pre-Incubation
with NADPH
(min. )

10 20 30 i+o 50 0 10 20 30 Uo

30 min.
incubation
with NAD

* -f •+ +

Total enzymic
products 0.8 1.5 1.9 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.1+ 2.5 2.5 2.5

% 7oC*"OH chol. 61 75 73 7k 71 29 37 36 36 3k
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incubating for 50 minutes with NADPH alone, which gave

as the major product 7<X-hydroxychol^sterol.

This experiment shows that the availability of

NADPH and NAD in the system can affect the amounts of thf

enzymic products relative to one another, but the total

metabolism to these intermediates is regulated by some

other factor in the preparation. This controlling

influence does not appear to depend on the removal

of 7o(-hydroxycholesterol by further oxidation. NAD did

not affect the autoxidation of cholesterol, the

products of which totalled 1.5/&.

The microsomal oxidation of 7<K-hydroxycholesterol

has been shown to be extremely efficient in the

present of NAD-* , and NADP can also be utilised as the

electron acceptor, although not as efficiently as NAD.

Most of the incubations described in this work were

found to effect a small and variable conversion of

7<x-hydroxycholesterol to chdest-U-en-3-on-7°(-ol and

cholest-i|.-en-3-on-7oc,12o(-diol in the presence of an

NADPH generating system; the results of the present

experiment suggest that the oxidation of

7tf-hydroxycholesterol depends on the relative

concentrations of reduced and oxidised nucleotides in

the preparation. The extent of the oxidation of this

sterol may reflect the activities of the enzymes which

catalyse the reduction, oxidation, hydrolysis, etc.
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of pyridine nucleotides in different preparations.

Variable concentrations of NADFH, NADP and NAD may

therefore he provided for utilisation by the enzymes

effecting the hydroxylation and oxidation of cholesterol

and its metabolites.
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1. The cholesterol-7&<-hydroxylase system of the

18,000 g supernatant fraction was found to "be sensitive

to prolonged homogenisation.

2. The most active enzyme preparation was the

supernatant fraction obtained by centrifuging liver

homogenate at 18,000 g for 10-20 minutes.

3. The pH optimum of the hydroxylase system lay

in the range pH 7.2-7.U

U. A trace amount of cholesterol-i+- was found

to equilibrate with the endogenous cholesterol pool,

allowing theradioactive assay to be used as a measure

of the metabolism.

5. The 18,000 g supernatant rapidly metabolised

cholesterol-U-lilg to 7<x-hydroxycholesterol during the

first 30 minutes of the incubation. At long incubation

times, the situation was confused by large and rapid

increases in the autoxidation products.

6. 7<x-hydroxyc;iolesterol generated in the

incubation with the 18,000 g fraction could be oxidised

by further incubation with NAD; this nucleotide cannot

increase the overall enzymic conversion and affects only

the rate of product formation and the distribution of

the three products.



peroxidation

Figure 16: Schematic representation of microsomal
lipid peroxidation catalysed "by ADP,
NADPH and Fe .
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Section 6.

Metabolism of cholesterol-U-11^ under * lioo-

peroxidation conditions'.

In section 3 several oxygenated derivatives were

investigated as possible intermediates in both enzymic

and autoxidation mechanisms. It v/as concluded that the

hydroperoxides of cholesterol could be involved in

autoxidation, but there was no evidence for their

involvement with enzymic 7«(-hydrozylation.

The results presented in this section are

concerned with the in vitro metabolism of cholesterol

under conditions which favour peroxidation of unsaturated

lipids. Evidence fl?an various sources suggests that

peroxidation of lipids catalysed by liver microsomes

is linked to NADFH oxidation; various nucleotides such

as ADP have been found to promote a large increase in

oxygen uptake by microsomes with a concomitant increase

in the aldehydic products of peroxidation."^'"^ A

probable scheme is shown in figure 16. The potency

of ADP is considered to be due to contamination with

ferrous ions. In such investigations, no lipid peroxices

can be isolated, and their existence is assumed from

the nature of the products formed. This can be

compared with the system postulated for initial oxygen

attack on the cholesterol molecule, i.e. formation
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Comparison of normal assay system 7/1 th *liro-

peroxidation* system

Normal Lipoperoxidation

Tissue
(1.3 g« liver)

4 ml* 18,000 g
supernatant

k ml. microsomes
(0.15U M KCl)

Buffer 2 ml. 0.1 M
phosphate pH 7.U

2 ml. 0*05 M
tris pH 7*U

NADFH
generator

1.1 ml. 1.1 ml.

ADP - 0.7 mM

Ferrous
Sulphate

- 2.5 mM
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of an unstable oxygenated intermediate, a hydroperoxide

which decomposes to the products eventually detected.

The tissue fraction and incubation conditions used

7*5
in this study were based on that of Ernster . The

system is composed as shown in table 7 of microsomes

in tri^/hydrochloride buffer, with NADPH in the normal

concentration.

The terminology of enzymic and autoxidation produc

has been used in this section as in the rest of the

thesis. In this section especially, it must be

stressed that the use of these terms is basically to

simplify the expression of results; it will become

obvious under the conditions described here that the

distinction between autoxidation and enzymically formed

products cannot be made.

(1) Eaetatwlftqa 9* cftpl^erpl-if-1^ fry fopt^

Bflcrogofflial quspgngjlpng.

Table 8 shows the metabolism of cholesterol-i+-1\)
by microsomal preparations in tris/hydroehloride buffer

under the influence of NADPH, ADP and ferrous ions and

combinations of these co-factors. The concentrations

used are those shown in table 7.

(l) The total products formed by the eight

preparations tended to fall roughly into two groups -

those having a high conversion of the substrate



a

ID

c

d

e

f

g

h

Addition

-

ADP

NADFH
ADPNADFH

Pe2'1"
-,2
+

'J)P
•n,

2
+

PeNADHi
Pe2+ADPNADHI

Total

conversion
%

1.1
2.3

3.5

15.3
6.7
16.5
13.3

14.7

%

of

total

products:
'Enzymic*
U1

23

39

13

18

21

20

16

Autoxidation
59

77

6l

87

82

79

80

Qh

7-keto-cholesterol
20

US

32

55

65

61

61

60
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(samples d, f, g and h - averaging 1^) and those having

a low conversion (a, b, c and e - averaging 3»k%)•
The most active systems in terms of overall metabolism

of the substrate were the samples fortified with ferrous

ions with one or both of the two nucleotides. ADP +

N/DPH with no added ferrous ions also produced an actives

system.

(2) Pppflyicts defined ip section 3 as * enzyme'.
Metabolism to 7<x-hydroxycholesterol and cholest-h-en-3-

on-7°(-ol was small by comparison with the three

1autoxidation* products. Only in two preparations,

(a) and (c) were the amounts of these two metabolites

at all significant relative to the overall metabolism

of the substrate; these preparations metabolised only

a small amount of the substrate so that the enzymic

product formation was small. 7«-hydroxycholesterol was

the ma^or of the two enzymic products in the samples

with NADPH indicating that further oxidation to

cholest-J+-en-3on-7(X-ol was suppressed in the strongly

reducing systems. In none of these samples was there

a selective conversion to 7<*-hydroxycholesterol or its

oxidation product; where there was significant

metabolism to these products, there was a much larger

conversion to the three outoxidation products. It

was concluded in these circumstances that there was no

evidence of enzymic 7<x-hydroxylation of the substrate.
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(3) Prqdpgts defined, gs ' gut o^:i,flatAfln% A

substantial conversion to the ' non-enzyrnic products'
,'s

occurred in the samples described in (a) as having a

high overall metabolism of the substrate# Of the

three products, metabolism to one in particular was

exceptionally high. This product, having the polarity

of 7-keto-cholesterol and tentatively identified as thig

sterol, accounted for 55-65/6 °? "to® total of all five

products lander the conditions shown.

(ii) Metabolism in fortified suspensions of acetone

powders.

The metabolism of cholesterol-h-1^ was

investigated under the influence of the same co-factors

described above in (i) using suspensions of microsomal

acetone powders. The results are shown in table 9»

and indicate that extensive metabolism of the substrate

occurred under the same conditions as with native

microsomes. A low conversion was found in the sample

with ferrous ions as the only addition. The reason foil'

this is thought to be the lack of endogenous co-factors

in the acetone powder (by virtue of its method of

preparation section 2); these co-factors in native

microsomes could produce a partially active system when

stimulated by ferrous ions.
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Table 10

Comparison of the effects of ADP. ATP. 51-AMP
and 3151-AiviP on microsomal cholesterol oxidation

1 Hpt+r jncubq-friop at 27° NADPil, Fe2*

Addition ADP ATP ^-AMP 3151-AMP

% total
products 9.9 6.2+ 1.6 1.6

*lSnzyiiiic
products 1.8 1.2 0.2+ 0.2+
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C iii) Comparison of the effects of :u>P. ^tp. ^-AL-
and 5151--\MP

The metabolism of cholesterol-U-^C was investigate
in microsomal suspensions, fortified with NADPH and

1 11
ADP, ATP, 5' -AMP or 3 5 -AMP* The results are shown

in table 10. Overall conversion of the substrate was

highest in the presence of ADP} ATP produced a less

active system, but this was significantly more active

than with 51~AMP or 3151-AMP.

Snzymic products, 7x-hydroxycholesterol with small

amounts of cholest-h-en-3-on-7<x-ol, were not formed

selectively in the presence of any of these nucleotides.

The 7-keto-cholesterol compound accounted for most of

the more polar products in each case.

(iv) gmparjspp of pb.Qsphy.te and tris buffers.

Table 11 shows the product formation by microsomal

suspensions in tris and phosphate buffers (0.05 M pH 7.4)
and the effect of ADP on these preparations. Total

metabolism in the phosphate systems was low, even in

the presence of ADP. The tris buffered preparation

required ADP before a significantly higher conversion

was obtained. 7tf-hydroxychol.;'.-sterol in these samples

again accounted for only a small portion of the total

products.
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Comparison of the effects of tris and phosphate

"buffers on microsomal cholesterol oxidation

1 frw ?-*• 27° n.^D?H

tris phosphate

Addition - ADP - ADP

% total
products 1.5 6.9 1.0 2.5

'enzymie' 0.2 0.9 0.2 o.u
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The results described in this section showed that

metabolism of cholesterol-i*- by the microsomal

fraction was markedly enhanced by NADHI, ADP and

ferrous ions. ADP of several nucleotides tested gave

the largest stimulation of cholesterol oxidation, and

this has also shown to be the case with general

peroxidation of unsaturated lipids by the microsomal

fraction. The two systems therefore appeared to be

stimulated under the same conditions. Cholesterol,

itself a lipid, may be susceptible to a peroxidative

attack; peroxidation of lipids probably occurs in

the system described above, although this has not been

measured, so that cholesterol oxidation may be one part

of the extensive peroxidation system of the microsomes.

The major product formed from cholesterol under

these conditions was tentatively identified as

7-keto-cholesterol from its mobility on thin layer

chromatography. Identix'i cation of 7-fe.eto-cholesterol

as a major autoxidatlon product (section 3) was

unsatisfactory, and the results suggested that, while

7-keto-cholesterol certainly appeared to be a major

constituent of this fraction, at least one other

product was also present. Beference was made in

section 3 to various oxygenated sterols (hydroperoxides

and epoxides of cholesterol) which have approximately

the same mobility as 7-heto-cholesterol.

7<x-hydroxycholesterol could be formed from the
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hydroperoxides of cholesterol, "but thie could occur in

"boiled tissue samples; the spectra of products formed

from these hypothetical intermediates indicated that

they were not formed to a large extent in in vitro

work. However, in the present section, a system

has "been described which could oxidise significant

amounts of cholesterol-i^-^C in the presence of

co-factors knovm to enhance the peroxidation of

unsaturated lipids. Various investigations were

performed on the apparently heterogeneous

7-keto-cholesterol fraction to find out if there was

any evidence of hydroperoxide or epoxide formation in

this system.
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Investigation of the ' T^eto-cholesterol' material.

(i) Re-lncubati on.

The labelled product was isolated after

chromatography, and re-chromatographed to remove traces

of o^her metabolites. It was then re-incubated under

the conditions shown in table 12.

A significant hut variable metabolism was

observed in each case. The major products were

cholestm-3^,5(X,6^-triol, 7^-hydroxycholesterol and an
unidentified non-polar metabolite. The amounts of

7c*-hydroxycholesterol were small. The differences in

the conversion of the substrate (31 to 83%) were not

apparently due solely to the tissue preparation used;

a sample incubated for 30 or 60 minutes with

microsomal acetone powder gave almost the same

metabolism of the substrate, suggesting that the

Substrate* remaining consisted of a material which

could not be metabolised. The metabolism by identical

tissue preparations of material isolated from different

incubations, (samples with 18,000 g supernafc&nt

fraction) also appeared to differ markedly, suggesting

that the unknown fraction had a variable composition.

The products of these incubations did not conform

to a definite pattern, e.g. the amount of

tri-hydroxylated sterol relative to 7jg-hydroxycholesterol
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Figure 17t Reduction of the 7-keto-cholesterol-like
' *

material with lithium aluminium hydride.
1. cholestan-3?»5K»6f5-triol
2. cholestan-3p»6p-diol
3. 7<x-hydroxycholesterol
U. 7£-hydroxycholesterol
5. '7-keto-cholesterol1
6. non-polar product.
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could tie greater or less. The most obvious source of

7^-hydroxyeholesterol is 7-keto—cholesterol (section 3).
However, only small amounts of triol were shown to "be

formed from 7-keto-cholesterol, certainly in much

smaller amounts than were found by incubation of the

unknown material. Formation of 7<x-hydroxycholesterol

appeared to be about the same as that found by

incubation of standard 7-keto-cholesterol, so that

triol was the only product which could not be

explained by the metabolism of 7-keto-cholesterol.

(ii) -»7Wt Uthjum aluminium hydride.

A sample of the radioactive 7-keto-cholesterol

fraction was reduced with lithium aluminium hydride

(Appendix), to give the radioactive products shown in

histogram form in figure 17. 7^-hydroxycholesterol
was formed in large yield, with smaller amounts of

7<*-hydroxycholesterol. Reduction c T 7-keto-cholesterol

gives predominantly the 7^-diol, with sane 7f*-epimer,
so that these products would appear to have come from

7-keto-cholesterol. An unidentified non-polar

compound was also formed, together with a material

•which was more polar than 7<*-hydroxycholesterol. A

sterol having such a mobility is cholestan-3p,6^-diol,
which is the major product in the reduction of

cholesterol-5^»6^-epoxide. It therefore appeared
that this epoxide could be present in the
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7-kcto-cholesterol fraction, and this derivative could

also account for the formation of the triol by

hydrolytic cleavage in a similar manner to that

described for the o^-epoxide (section 3).

Prom the results presented in (i) and (ii) above

it was concluded that at least two compounds were

present in the 7-keto-cholesterol fraction from

incubations. One of these compounds appeared to be

7-keto-cholesterol; the other may be a mono-oxygenated

derivative of cholesterol formed by peroxidation* of

cholesterol.

The investigations in the present section and in

section 3 have failed to establish a possible mechanism

of the non-enzymic formation of 7^-hydroxycholesterol.

This sterol can be formed in small yield from various

oxygenated sterols which could conceivably be produced

by initial oxygen attack on the cholesterol molecule.

No evidence was obtained for the existence of

oxygenated intermediates like hydroperoxides, which

have already been shown to be efficient precursors of

7tf-hydroxycholesterol by a non-enzymic mechanism.

Incubation and reduction studies of the 7-keto-

cholesterol fraction indicated that only small amounts c

7o(-hydroxycholesterol could be formed from this source.



Tafrl? 11

Effect of aipheavI-TJheayl^iiediaruiiie on

ffM5^erQl oration fry microsoiaes,

1 hour Incubation at 37° with KAL.i-I. Pe2 + . .D.\

DPPD

Concentration
l*\ M

0 0.1 1.0 5.0

Total products
% 11.5 1.3 1.2 1.0
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It was evident however that 7<*-hydroxycholesterol could

he formed non-enzymically by tissue preparations,

especially where enzymic conversion to this sterol

was inhibited, so that a mechanism for this reaction

does exist.

These studies gave some indication of the

complexities of non-enzymic cholesterol oxidation, with

the peroxidative effect appearing as a markedly
77

enhanced autoxidative effect# Staudinger' has shown

that simple systems with metal ions, an electron donor

and oxygen can hydroxylate organic substrates, and has

postulated the formation of free radicals such as *0H

and "OOH as the hydroxylating species. Preliminary

investigations of cholesterol oxidation in the presence

of diphenyl-phenylenediamine, a free radical trapping

agent, showed that low concentrations of this compound

could effect a substantial reduction of the oxidation

(table 13)# This suggests that i on-enzymlc cholesterol

oxidation may involve free radical attack; lipid

peroxidation is affected in the same way by free

radical trapping agents, indicating a further similarity

between the two systems.
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SWEWVY

(1) Cholesterol-h-"^ can "be oxidised in large

yield by the microsomal fraction fortified with

co-factors known to enhance general peroxidation of

unsaturated lipids, "Peroxidation" of cholesterol

appeared to "be an enhancement of autoxidation,

(2) The heterogeneous nature of the 7-keto-

cholesterol was Investigated; 7-keto-cholesterol

appeared to he the major component of this fraction

which alone accounted for more than 50^ of the

oxidation products of cholesterol.

(3) Conclusive evidence of a non-enzymic route

to 7<X-hydroxycholesterol was not obtained.

(1+) Preliminary investigation with a free radical

trapping agent suggested that autoxidation or

peroxidation of cholesterol occurred by a free radical

mechanism.
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Concentration mM

Figure 18: Metabolism of cholesterol- "by the
18,000 supernatant fraction with NADPH
in the presence of magnesium ions.
1 hour at 37 •
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7«

(!) Metabolism of choIesterol-U-1UC in the presence

(a)

(i) 1§*QWK wpgymtaft* fraction

The metabolism of cholesterol-h-"*"^ was

studied in the presence of various concentrations of

magnesium sulphate (O-lh mm.). The results are

plotted in figure 18.

As the magnesium ion concentration

increased, formation of the enzymic products,

7^-hydroxycholesterol, cholest-U-en~3-on-7cX-ol, and

cholest-h-*en-3-on-7(K,12*-diol, from cholesterol

decreased from 5*5% to 1.9^* Of these products, about

0.5$ was accounted for by the two metabolites of

7<JC-hydroxycholesterol, which were found in approximately

equal amounts. The formation of these compounds

appeared to be unaffected by the presence of magnesium

ions. Hence, 7<X-hydroxyeholesterol was the only

product which was affected by the magnesium ion

concentration. Inhibition was observed at l,k mM,

increasing to about 65% inhibition at 3.5 mK magnesium

ions. Formation of autoxidation products was found

to increase from 2.6$ to 4.2^ conversion. The reason
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for the apparently anomalous kinetics of the increase ij|i
autoxidation with respect to metal ion concentration

is not known. The overall effect of magnesium ions

appeared to he stimulation of the formation of non-

enzymic products,

(ii) Microsomal fraction

In figure 19 are shown the results of an

experiment performed under the same conditions as

described in (i), using the microsomal fraction in

place of the 18,000 g supernatant.

Autoxidation was again markedly stimulatf
:ed, and showed an increase from 1.1$ to h»h% total

conversion. No anomalies were observed in the curve.

In contrast to the 18,000 g supernatant fraction, no

inhibition of enzymic activity was evident in the

microsomal fraction. The enzymic product formation

was low (1.0-1.1% total conversion) and about 0.6%

was accounted for as 7o(-hydroxycholesterol, the

remainder being cholest-U-en-J-on-^-ol. No

12*-hydroxylated derivative was formed in this experiment,

In both the microsomal fraction and the 18,000 g

supernatant fraction, the effect of added magnesium

ions on the formation of autoxidation products was

similar. A stimulation of non-enzyraic products was

observed up to a final concentration of magnesium ions

of li+ mM.
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Concentration mM

Figure 20i Metabolism of cholesterol- "by the
18,000 g supernatant fraction with NADFH
in the presence of manganese ions.
1 hour at 37 •
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In view of the great increase in the amour

of autoxidation products, a significant proportion of

the 7<*-hydroxycho le stero1 may have he en formed hy a

non-enzymic route. There appeared to he almost total

inhibition of enzymic activity at concentrations of

about 3*5 iriM with the 18,000 g supernatant. Thus the

apparent lack of inhibitory effect on the microsomal

enzymic activity may be due to the fact that a

significant portion of this sterol has been formed

non-enzyraically. Enzymic activity in the separated

microsomal fraction has already been shown to be lav

(section 1+).

(b) Manganese ions

Incubations were conducted with the addition

of manganese chloride in increasing concentrations

from 0-llj. mM. Only the 18,000 g supernatant fraction

was used in this investigation. The results are

plotted in figure 20.

Total en^mic activity decreased from 2.2%

in the absence of added manganese ions to 0.2% at the

highest concentration. of the first total was

accounted for by the two oxidised derivatives of

7*-hydroxycholesterol, and thereafter these products

collectively accounted for 0.2% of the enzymic total.

The formation of neither of these products appeared to



Concentration fM

Figure 21: Metabolism of choleaterol-U-^C "by the
18,000 g supernatant fraction with NADFH
in the presence of cupric ions,
1 hour at 37 •
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"be completely inhibited "by manganese ions.

7<*-hydroxylase activity however was significantly

depressed in the presence of 1.2+ mM final concentration

of this ion. With increasing concentrations there was

a gradual decrease to about 60% of the original enzymic

activity of the control sample.

In contrast to the effect of magnesium ions,

manganese ions did not produce a marked rise in the

level of lutoxidation products, except in the sample

with 0.28 raM manganese ions (cf. magnesium).

(c) qpppsr

Figure 21 shows the results of an experiment

of the type described above with the 18,000 g

supernatant fraction in the presence of increasing

concentrations of cupric ions.

Conversion to the enzymic products,

7^-hydroxycholesterol with cholest-2+-en-3-on-7<x'-ol,

varied from 5.7% in the control sample to 3.2% in

the presence of 0.1 e8S cupric ions. Wo

cholest-4-en-3-on-7(X,12oc-diol was detected in this

experiment. Formation of cholest-4~en-3-on-7<x-ol was

apparently unaffected by variations in the cupric ion

concentration. Over the range studied, an

inhibition of about 50% in the 7^hydroxylase activity

was observed.
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In contrast to the dhhibitory effect of cuprie

ions on the enzymic activity, the autoxidation products

were increased from about 2 to 5%.

The ability of the three ions to stimulate

autoxidative conversion was different. Cupric and

magnesium ions both caused significant increases in the

autoxidation products, While manganese ions inhibited.

The effect of the latter ion was small by comparison

with the other two, but nevertheless gave a significant

reduction of autoxidation over the range tested.

Whatever the site of action of these ions, the effects

cannot be attributed to an effect induced by di-valent

ions on the autoxidation mechanisms - two of the ions

stimulated such mechanisms, while the third was

inhibitory. Possibly these effects must be considered

separately from the effects on the enzymic mechanisms,

since it is presumed that formation of the two groups of

ensymic and autoxidative products are different. It

will be noted that the inhibition by cupric ions

occurred at a much lower concentration than the other

two. In general, it appeared that metal ions

increased the "unphysiological" nature of the tissue

preparation (cf. ferrous ions in section 6) and in

doing so promoted the non-enzymic attack of cholesterol

with a concomitant reduction in en2ymic activity. The
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further oxidation of 7<x-hydroxycholesterol was not

markedly inhibited by these ions.



Concentration mM

Figure 22: Metabolism of cholesterol-U- C by the
18,000 g supernatant fraction with NADFH
in the presence of EDTA,
1 hour at 37 *
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(s) testfihglistt gf fry to? i$,Qpo P:

ffragtam ta, frfrv pros axe e of metal

ion sequestering: agents.

U> ffffPA (ejfayil^flWtae acid).

In the first part of this section, the

inhibitory effects of various metal ions were discussed.

The endogenous concentrations of metal ions in sub¬

cellular preparations may vary considerably, and it is

conceivable that a certain amount of inhibition may be

present in the preparations, or that the 7*-hydroxylase

system requires certain metal ion(e) for activity.

Figure 22 shows the conversion of the

substrate cholesterol by the 18,000 g supernatant

fraction in the presence of concentrations of EDTA

varying from 0 to 35 nM. Enzymic products consisted of

7o(-hydroxycholesterol, cholect-4-en-3-on-7rt-cl and the

i2i*-hydroxylated derivative. A slight stimulation of

the enzymic products was found in the concentration

range from l.i+-7 mM. At the lowest concentration of

EDTA, the enzymic total was lower than the control

value with no EDTA. Thoughout the range of

concentrations used, the ratio of 7<*-hydroxycholesterol

to the total of the enzymic products remained constant,

indicating that there was no stimulation of the further

metabolism of 7©f-hydroxycholesterol under these
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conditions.

Non-enzymic product formation, in the control

sample representing 5,8% conversion of the added

cholesterol, was almost entirely eliminated at the

lowest EDTA concentration used. The total of these

autoxi at ion products remained at 0,6-0,over the

rest of the range.

It was observed that the dramatic fall in the

non-enzymic activity in the presence of 0.7 mh EDTA

occurred at the same time as the fall in the enzymic

products. This finding supports the view that where

autoxidation effects were large, a significant

proportion of the metabolism to 7*-hydroxycholesterol

was by a non-enzymic pathway; in the present

investigation, the difference in the values for the

enzymic activity in the control sample and at 0.7 rtM

represents that portion of the total 7<K-hydroxy-

cholesterol which has arisen non-enzymically, and

which has been almost completely inhibited in the

presence of EDTA. In this event, the enzymic activity

of the control sample probably more closely approximates

to the activity found at 0.7 mM EDTA; the difference

between this sample and the activity in the plateau

region would therefore be a stimulation of about 13%,

The results indicate that EDTA complexes with
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in the presence of sodium diethyldithio-
carbamate.
1 hour at 37 •
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ions in the system which are concerned in the

autoxidative mechanisms. Inhibition of the enzymic

system in the presence of EDTA concentrations from 7-35

nil is considered to he due to the gross effects

induced by the high concentrations of the sequestering

agent in the incubation medium.

(ii) Sodium diethyl aithlocarbaak.te C. aDIC).

NaDDC is a complexing agent which combines

specifically with cupric ions. Figure 23 shows the

metabolism of chclesterol-i^-1^ by the 18,000 g

supernatant in the presence of increasing concentrations

of NaDDC. As described above, cupric ions in the

system are inhibitory towards the 7<X-hydroxylase system,

so that the presence of these ions in appreciable

concentration in the incubations might cause a

substantial reduction in the amounts of the enzymically

formed products.

Ensymic products were found to be significantly

reduced in the sample containing NaDDC at a concentration

of 10^ M. Autoxidation was reduced more than the
enzymic metabolites; in this respect the effect of the

copper sequestering agent differs from the effect of

EDTA described above in that the effective removal of

the ions from the system does not induce a stimulation

of the enzymic activity. It was noted that the



Figure 2k: Metabolism of cholesterol-'U-^S by the
18,000 g supernatant fraction with HfiJDFH
in the presence of 2-amino-h-hydroxy-6,7~
dimethy1-tetrahydropteridine•
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Inhibition "by NaDDC also occurred at ranch lower

concentrations•

Prom these investigations it was concluded

that the effect of free cupric ions in the incubations

could for all practical purposes be neglected. It was

considered that these ions were not present in sufficient

concentration to affect the 7«-hydroxylase system to a

significant extent nor were these ions required in the

enzymie 7<x-hydroxylation reaction.

( iii) 2-»Amino-h-hydroxy-6.7 dimet- v 1-tetrah.vdro-

pt^ridine (Pt-H^
In section 1, the role of pteridine in certaiiji

hydroxylation reactions was discussed. Various

investigations were conducted using the above pteridine

in order to determine if this compound could stimulate

7^hydroxylation of cholesterol. The data are

presented in this section since the effect of this

agent appeared to be similar to that of the metal

sequestering agents EDTA and NaDDC, Preparation of

the reduced pteridine is described in Appendix i+.

(a) flfflnreirtPfltton

The metabolism of cholesterol-i*-"^ by

the 18,000 g supernatant fraction was investigated in

the presence of reduced pteridine from 0 to 2.0 mM

(figure 2h)» A significant inhibition of both enzymic



Table 14

MetafroUqm fff Q^bles^erol-If-^C by I8t000 g
F

supernatant fraction.

UlfflUU£. £MU Q.g fflM.

Addition NADPH PtH^ NADPH + PtH^

Products #

Enzymic 0.5 H.O 0.5

Autoxidation 1.3 0.5 0.5

mus. A5

Addition NADPH Mg++ Mg++,PtH.
NADPH NADPH 4

Products $

Enzymic 2.3 1.0 2.0

Autoxidation 3.0 3.8 3.1
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and non-enzymic activity was observed with increasing

concentrations# The reduction of autoxidation

appeared, however, to be more selective than the

reduction of the hydroxylase activity.

(b) NADHi

In hydroxylation reactions utilising a

reduced pteridine, an electron donor is required to

maintain the co-factor in the reduced (active) form#

Table llj. shows the metabolism of cholesterol-!^1^)
in the presence of added, reduced pteridine 'with and

without NADHI. In the absence of NADFH, enzymic

activity was very low# It has already been shown that

the 7*-hydroxylase system requires this co-factor, so

that it appears that the reduced pteridine could not

substitute for NADPH# Metabolism to the autoxidation

products did not depend on the presence of NADFHj

addition of reduced pteridine markedly inhibited the

formation of these products in the presence or absence

of NADHI#

(c) Ipne?

Table 15 shows the results of an experi¬

ment to study the effects of reduced pteridine in the

presence of magnesium ions# The sample with magnesium

ions as the only addition, gave a low ensymic activity#

The established inhibitory effect of these ions was
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evident by comparison with the control sample. Where

both reduced pteridine and magnesium ions were present,

the inhibition of the metal ions alone was partially

compensated, with a concomitant large reduction in non-

enzymic activity. It appeared that the action of

reduced pteridine was similar to that of EDTA, i.e. a

slight stimulation of enzymic metabolism at the expense

of autoxidative activity.

The effects of the reduced pteridine

described above have been well substantiated. However,,

the magnitude of the effects varied a lot from one

preparation to the next, so that a concentration of this

co-factor could not be selected as one at which a

preferential stimulation of snzymic hydroxylation

occurred.

(d) Investigations with the S-methyl

tetrahydropteridine, shown to be generally more active

than the 6,7-dimethyl compound in hydroxylation

reactions, indicated that there was no difference in

effect between the two pteridines. It was concluded

that reduced 2-amino-!+-hydroxy-pteridines diu not

enhance 7<*-hydroxylase activity by substituting for,

or by stimulating, any of the natural co-factors of the

reaction. Their inhibitory influence on autoxidation

may be due to complexing with endogenous metal ions.
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Summary

(1) Magnesium, manganese and cupric ions inhibited
the 7»—hydroxylase system. The influence of these

ions on autoxidative mechanisms appeared to "be

different.
CLjJLsJ- o*J

(2) EDTA, a heavy metal former, appeared to cause

a slight stimulation of enzymic activity, and reduced

autoxidation to insignificant levels. Sodium diethyl

dithiocarbamate (KaDDC) inhibited enzymic activity.

(3) Seduced 2-Amino~lHaydroxypteridines appeared

to function as metal ion sequestering agents by

reducing autoxidation. Their action seemed to depend

on the basic molecular structure, and was independent

of oxidation state of the molecule or substitution with

methyl groups.

7^
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Section 8.

Characteristics of cholestcrol-Toc-hydroxvlase

and Its role In bile acid formation

In previous sections, some of the factors and.

conditions influencing the In vitro 7tf-hydroxylation

of cholesterol were described. The present section

describes investigations of a preliminary nature to

study the effects of various factors which might

control this reaction, and which might be important in

assessing the significance of this enzyme in the overall,

catabolism to bile acids.

(1) Cholostore1-7*-hydroxylase as a mined function

oxidase.

It has been shown (section U) that the enzymic

7oc-hydroxylation of cholesterol required NADPH,

suggesting that this hydroxy lati on may be a mixed

function oxidation. BergBtrom has shown that the

reaction proceeds as a direct replacement reaction

at Cy, inferring that molecular oxygen is employed,
rather than the hydration of an olefinic intermediate.

no

The incorporation of 02 into the molecule has not,
however, been demonstrated.
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Initial studies carried out under anaerobic

conditions (N^) using the gassing apparatus described
in section 2, showed that a rigorous exclusion of

oxygen (by gassing and boiling where possible) was

necessary to reduce the 7tf-hydroxylaso activity of the

13,000 g supernatant fraction by a detectable amount.

In some cases, the activity was independent of the

Ng/Og gas phase from 0-100%.

It has been suggested that liver microsomes

contain two terminal oxidases,^ one having a high

aff inity for oxygen (Km = 2 x 10""°M), the other having
a low affinity (K^ = 1.5 x lCf^l). If a pigment
having a low Km for oxygen uptake were involved in the

cholesterol-7<x-hydroxylase system, the uptake of

oxygen might not be a limit! g factor, especially in

view of the small amount of substrate which is

hydroxylated. Also a large number cf reactions occur

in liver microsomes using molecular oxygen, and it is

unlikely that any methods for the determination of

oxygen uptake would be sufficiently accurate to permit

the demonstration of the utilisation of molecular

oxygen by the 7<*-hydroxylase system in its present

crude form. The problem of measuring oxygen uptake

has been encountered in many investigations -where only

small amounts of reaction product are formed. A

number of aerobic hydroxylations have been successfully

studied in recent years, and it has become obvious that
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Figure 25; Metabolism of cholesterol-h- ^0 by 18,000 g
supernatant fraction in the presence of
increasing Cg ratios.

Incubation 1 hour with NADPH.
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pigments such as cytochrome P-4+50 ere intimately

involved as terminal electron acceptors in the

reactions. This pigment, which recent evidence

suggests may he a family of pigments, can combine with

carbon monoxide, and in doing so inhibits the uptake of

oxygen by a large number of steroid and non-steroid
f/

substrates, implying that this hemo-protein is involved

in oxygen activation.

The metabolism of cholesterol-^- was studied

in the presence of CQ/0o ratios from 0.1 to 2.C. The

results are shown in figure 25 as the amount of

7*-hydroxycholesterol formed, plotted against the

CQ/02 ratios. If it is presumed that carbon monoxide
combines at the same site as oxygen we obtain (Warburg®13

-t<»G,> + CO 15.CO + Og
E.0o and E.CO represent the concentrations of

bound 02 and CO.
K(equilibrium constant) » E* Q2*/C0

E.CO.102
E.0o E. Op£ as — (where E is the
E.C0 E - E.Og

total enzyme concentration)

e.°2
E

E.°g
1 - £

E

Since r^Q (rate in presence of CO) o< E. Og
and rQ (rate in absence of CO) « E
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Figure 2u: Best straight lines plotted by the method
of least squares from data in figure 25»
expressed as described in the text.
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E. 0_2 CO

E ¥%
becomes 0

e.°21 - n rco
E

1 -

rO

l -

K r0 . °2

fco 00
rC

rO " rCO • ^2
rco c0

A plot of rQ - rco c0 is a straight line
rC0 °2

of gradient 1 passing through the origin.
K

The partition constant (K) between carbon

monoxide and oxygen for cytochrome P-450 has been

calculated to lie in the range 0.5-2.0, compared with

5 x 10 for hemoglobin and 10-20 for cytochrome
. 62

oxidase.

The best straight lines from the data in figure

25 were calculated. The gradients of the two plots

were S.08 - 0.29 and 0.82 - 0.10 (figure 26), giving

values for K of 0.52 and 1.22 respectively. Both

values are of the correct order for cytochrome P-450,

although the first is rather low. Further investig¬

ation is required to produce a more significant value

for K, since there appeared to be considerable

variation in different experiments. The results,

however, suggest that the 7a-hydroxylation
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of cholesterol utilises molecular oxygen, activated

"by a pigment which appears to he similar to cytochrome

P-14-50. On this evidence, it seems likely that

eholesterol-7<X-hydroxylase belongs to the mixed function

oxidase category of enzymes. Enzymes utilising

molecular oxygen have also been implicated in the

biosynthesis of cholesterol from acetate and
Q|

mevalonate ; the 12c(-hydroxylation step in the

formation of cholic acid, which has not been

investig ted, is probably a mixed function oxidase

like cholesterol-7<X-hydroxylase, so that several enzymes

of the oxygenase classification are involved in the

de novo synthesis of bile acids by the liver.

It is difficult to correlate the significance of

individual enzymes of this type with the overall

picture of cell metabolism. During incubation in an

aerobic environment, the enzymes are exposed to much

higher oxygen tensions than are present in the liver

cell, so that results obtained in this way must be

regarded with a certain amount of caution. Since the

recognition abou; ten years ago that molecular oxygen

was utilised in a large number of systems in normal

cellular processes, data on oxygen fixation has rapidly

accumulated, but it is not possible at present to

explain how such reactions affect the energetics of

the cells, or indeed to describe unequivocal mechanisms

for oxygen activation.
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If pigments like cytochrome F-450 are involved in

the assimilation of oxygen for utilisation "by aerobic

enzymes, it may "be difficult to show that the oxygen

activation step is rate-limiting, since the affinity of

such hemo-proteins for oxygen is very high, (see above].
Liver microsomes especially contain appreciable

amounts of these pigments, which are involved in the

detoxification mechanisms of drugs and foreign

compounds. The qynthesis of cytochrome P-450 can be

Induced by the administration of appreciable quantities
61

of drugs such as phenobarbitone -% but normally these

hemo-proteins may be present in the microsomes in

concentrations which are more than adequate to support

the normal aerobic reactions of the cell, Furthermore,,

if cytochrome P-U50 is really a generic term for

several pigments, small changes in one of these hemo-

proteins may not be detectable.



Figure 27: Metabolism of cholesterol-2+- C to
7*-hydroxycholesterol by the 18,000 g
supernatant fraction in the presence of
increasing amounts of 7«-hydroxycholesterol
Incubation for 1 hour with NADHi.
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(ii) Inhibition by 7«-hydrox.vcholosterol of

.ckolc-s terol-7«-hyd roxv lase

?3ie possible control of the catabollsm of

cholesterol to "bile acids was discussed in section 1,

Various workers have "been unable to isolate

intermediates in this catabolism, suggesting that the

first step may be rate-limiting. Evidence has beer-

presented in this thesis to show that the first

reaction is the 7<x-hydroxylation of cholesterol; as a

mixed function oxidation, this reaction would be

virtually irreversible, and since 7oHiydroxychole sterol

has no known fate in the liver other than its conversion

to the primary bile acids, the hydroxylation may be a

rate-controlling process in the catabolism.

Pig-ore 27 shows the conversion of cholesterol-

to 7x-hycircxycholesterol-ii-1^ by the 18,000 g

supernatant fraction in the presence of increasing

concentrations of added 7<*rhydroxycholesterol.

Inhibition of the cholesterol-'7<X-hyaroxylase system was

observed under these conditions. Evidence discussed

in section 5 (vi) above indicated that the accumulation

of the product of the hydroxylation, 7cx-hydroxylation

was not inhibitory, since the removal of this

intermediate by further oxidationdid not stimulate the

conversion of cholesterol to this sterol. In the

present experiment, however, the concentrations of
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7^-hydroxycholesterol in the incubation were much

larger and could account for the difference in the

effect.

The inhibition produced by the addition of
y

7*-hydroxycholesterol wfltS difficult to assess for

several reasons. In order to be able to calculate

a rate constant for the reaction from data of this

sort, a knowledge of the substrate concentration is

required. Unfortunately this could not be found, due

to the large and variable pools of cholesterol in the

liver. Furthermore, the addition of even small

amounts of 7x-hydroxycholesterol to the aqueous

incubation medium must induce precipitation of the

lipo-soluble sterol, so that the concentration of

7*-hydroxycholestercl in contact with the enzyme is

variable.

From these tentative investigations, it can only

be concluded that 7«-hydroxycholesterol as the product

of the reaction can inhibit the cholesterol->7*-hydroxy-

lase system of the 18,000 g supernatant fraction when

added in appreciable concentrations. The dynamic

aspects of this inhibition must await further

purification of the enzyme system.



Metabolism of cholesterol-lw^C lay 18.000

. Q; -:J.JGtyrcu.:ine-fea r.its

(5-1U cLavs / &■: diet)

fcicybi-.tion ^r.l I ou,r gitlj

"

V % Test Controls

Total enzyraic
products

10.6 + 1.8 1.9 + 0.7

7rt-hydroxycholes terol 9.7 + 1.8 1.5 ± 0.6

Autoxidation
products

1.1 + 0.6 0.9 + 0.5

Conversions + standard aeviations from

7 test animals and 6 controls.
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Uii) hntero-heoatic circulation of bill- salts.

Cannulation of the common "bile duct in the rat has

been shown to cause a large increase in the production
^ R
of "bile acids. This increase can "be as high as ten

times the normal, "but it has not been shown to be due tc

an increase in the rate of a specific catabolic step.

The 7<x-hydroxylation of cholesterol, described above as

a possible rate-limiting step, may be the reaction which

is affected by the removal of the circulating bile salts•

The method of biliary eannulation is not altogether

satisfactory, since the animal is considerably

stressed by surgery, and becomes abnormal throu^i the

loss of salts in the Mle. Cholestyramine, an anionic

resin ("Cuemid" - Merck, Sharp and Dohme, West Point,

Pa.), can combine with bile salts and acids in the gut,

and in so doing prevents their re-abSorption by the

portal system; this compound fed to the rats in a

soft diet (section 2) was used to accomplish the same

change in bile acid production as would be produced

by bile duct ernnulation. The animals were fed on

the supplemented diet (6%) for 5-14 days before killing;

cholesterol-7*-hydroxylase in the 18,000 supernatant

fraction was thai assayed in the usual way.

In table 16 are shown the results from several

treated animals compared with controls fed on the same

diet without cholestyramine. The resits are expressed



12 3 4 5 6 7 8

Eigure 28: Comparison of metabolism of cholesterol-4-^C
to 7^-hydroxycholesterol "by 18,000 g
supernatant of cholestyramine-fed and
normal animals.

1 cholesterol
2 cholest-4-en-3-on-7°<-ol
3 7-keto-cholesterol
4 7^-hydroxycholesterol
5 7<*-hydroxycholesterol
6 cho1e st-4-en-3-on-7 <*,12*-diol
7 cholestan-38»5<*,Sp-triol
8 Origin ' •
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as the mean values with standard deviations.

Metaoolism of c no1estero1-2+- to 7<x~bydroxycholesterol

was more than six times that found in the control

samples, with no significant change in the level of

autoxidation products betwee . treated and control rats.

Figure 28 is a photograph of traces from a radio-

chromatograph assay of the products of incubation of

cholesterol-h-^G with 18,000 g supernatant from fed

and control rats, and illustrates pictorially the large

increase in 7<*-hydroxylase activity found by feeding

cholestyramine.

The results of these investigations are important

for the following reasons*

(1) The specific increase in cholesterol-7oc-

hydroxylase activity showed that this enzyme catalyses

a rate-limiting step in cholesterol catabolism by the

liver.

(2) There was no evidence of an increase in any

other metabolites of cholesterol except those formed

from 7«c-hydroxycholesterol, implying that

7o6-hydroxycholesterol alone is the first product of

the only route for cholesterol catabolism by the

18,000 g supernatant fraction.

A limited number of experiments have been

performed using cholestyramine fed animals; it is not
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Figure 2Q: Metabolism of cholesterol-it-'T; by the
18,000 g supernatant fraction from
cholestyramine-fed rat after variable
homogenisation.
Incubationfbr 1 hour with NADPH.
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yet known if the cholesterol-7*-hydroxylase qystem in

the cholestyramine fed animal is subject to the same

influences as the system in the normal animal.

However, preliminary Investigations indicated that the

highly active system in the 18,000 g fraction of the

liver of the treated rat ?as affected und.er the same

conditions. Figure 29 shows the activity of the

18,000 g supernatant 7^-hydroxylase system after

homogenising the liver as described in section 5 (i).
As with normal liver, a substantial loss of activity

occurred by prolonged homogenisation in both of the

experiments shown in the figure. Rather more activity

was lost by this process in tissue from a

cholestyramine-fed animal, suggesting that the

cholesterol-7<*-hydroxylase system may be even more

sensitive to harsh treatment.



Concentration mM.

Figure 50; Metat>olisra of cholesterol-h- C to
7*-hydroxycholesterol "by the 18,000 g
supernatant fraction in the presence of
increasing concentrations of sodium
taurodeoxychelate.
Incubation 1 hour with NADFH.
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(iv) taftifoAUm Hay i,awr9^<wciioiic OCIl..

Tauro&eoxycholic acid, formed from cholic acid by

"bacterial action in the gut, is found in appreciable

concentrations in portal blood and in the liver cell.

This salt can be efficiently re-hydroxylated to cholic

acid by the microsomal fraction of the liver, and it is

conceivable that this hydroxylation has similar

characteristics to the hydroxylation of cholesterol by

the same fraction. The hydroxylation of

taurdeoxycholic acid could exert a moderating influence

on the cbolesterol-7o(-hydroxylase system, by utilising

the same co-factors such as NADHi, 02, etc., as an
important aspect of the homeostatic regulation of

cholesterol catabolism by the bile salts.

"Figures 30 and 31 show the conversion of

cholesterol-k~lkC to 7o<-hydroxychole ste.-ol by the

18,000 g supernatant fraction from a normal and a

cholestyramine-fed rat, in the presence of increasing

concentrations of sodium taurodeoxycholate. Inhibition

of cholesterol-/^-hydroxylase was observed in both

experiments, but only at high concentrations of the

added bile salt. It is estimated^5 that normal liver

contains about 15^ g. of this salt per g. of liver, so
that the inhibition occurred at concentrations very much

higher than this.
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Concentration mM.

Figure lit Metabolism of eholesterol-lK^C to
7«-hydroxycholesterol by the 18,000 g
supernatant fraction from a cholestyramine-
fed rat in the presence of increasing
concentrations of sodium taurodeoxyeholate.
Incubation 1 hour with NADFH.
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A rna^or problem created "by the use of taurodeoxy-

oholate In incubations is that this salt is a powerful

detergent, and may inhibit cholesterol-7<*-hydroxylase

by solubilising the membranes of the endoplasmic

reticulum; it has already been established that this

enzyme system is vulnerable even in relatively mild

conditions.

These investigations are of a preliminary nature;

further study of the cholesterol-7<X~hydroxylase system

in the presence of taurodeoxycholate with normal and

cholestyramine-fed rats may give valuable information

concerning the control of this reaction, and it may

be possible to show that the 7<x-hydroxylation of

cholesterol is dependent on the 7*-hydroxylation of

taurodcoxycholate. It would be of great interest to

determine the factors which affect the 7<X.-hydroxylation

of cholesterol as a rate-limiting process to find out

if the increase in enzymic activity is due to an

increased synthesis of this enzyme or to the removal

of some inhibitor.
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Summary.

(1) Carbon monoxide inhibited the cholesterol-

7*-hydroxylase system of the 18,000 g supernatant

fraction. Calculation of K, the partition constant

between carbon monoxide and oxygen, from the available

data suggested that cytochrome P-h50 or a related

pigment was involved in the reaction, inferring that

cholesterol-7K-hydroxylase was a mixed function

oxidase.

(2) The conversion of cholesterol-^-1^ to

7«c-hydroxycholesterol was increased several-fold by

feeding cholestyramine to the rats. The effect was

thought to be due to the combination of this resin with

bile salts in the gut, which prevented their re-

absorption, and allowed the hydroxylation reaction to

be Increased unchecked by the regulatory influence of

the salts.

(3) The presence of 7*-hydroxycholeste.ro! or

sodium taurodeoxycholate in the incubation inhibited

the cholesterol-7tf-hydroxylase system.

The investigations described in this section were

of a preliminary nature. The short discussions in

relation to each topic are based only on the

experimental evidence available. Positive proof
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of the results will "be obtained after more intensive

research, and in some cases, only after extensive

purification of the enzyme preparation.



TflAq 11

Metabolise

18.000 g sui

14.

Addition NADPH FTAD NAD followed by NADPH

% conversion

cholest-4-en~3-on-
(X-Ol 2*1 38.4 30.7

cholest-4-en-3~on-
7<*,12o<-diol 1.0 20.5 14.2

trihydroxy-
coprostane 0.3 1.0 4.0

5/? -chole s tan-3-on-
r7«,12<x-diol 0.3 2.1 6.3

JTotal % 3.7 62.0 55.5
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Section 9.

Further metabolism of 7ft-h-Vdroxvchole sterol.

Although the main object of these investigations

was the study of the 7<X-hydroxylation of chole stercfl,

the two oxidised derivatives of this sterol,

cholest~Ij.~en-3-on-7<x~ol and cholest-i|-en-3-ov,-7<*, 12a-

diol were formed under most conditions in small yield.

These products were identified as described in

section 3, and are thought to be involved in the ma^or

catabolic route as shown in figure 3» Their

formation occurred even in the presence of NADFH,

although other workers have shown that the oxidation

to cholost-U-en-3~on-7c<-ol requires NAD or llADP.

Possibly the 12<x-hydroxylation step, which has been

little studied, is also a mixed function oxidation so

that it would be expected to be stimulated in the

presence of an electron donor.

Table 17 shows the products formed by incubation

of 7<X-hydroxychplesterol-^-^^C (appendix k) with the

18,000 g supernatant fraction in the presence of NADH3

or NAD. The products formed in these Investigations

are implicated in the catabolic route as shown in

figure 3. The preparation with NADFH metabolised only

a small amount of the substrate to the products shown;

in contrast, NAD catalysed a quantitative conversion



cholest-i—en-Ga,7a-diol dihytLroxycoprostane

O" ^ ^ "OH

cholest-4-en-3-on-7a,12a-diol

Figure 52: Major products obtained by incubation
of cholesterol—4-1<bC and 7a-hydroxy-
cholesterol-4-14C with the 18,0C0 g
supernatant fraction, (cf. figure 3)

t
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to two products in particular, identified as

cholest-l4--en-3-on-7^-ol and cholest-4-en-3-on-7o<.,12c*-

diol. Subsequent incubation with NADPH of the sample

fortified with NAD, showed that the amounts of the

reduced intermediates, trihydroxycoprostane and

«cholestan-3-on-7o(>12K-diol could he increased as

these reductive steps were stimulated. The formation

of cholest-ii.-en-'3-on-7t<,12<*-diol was not enhanced by

the prolonged incubation with NADPH, implying that a

co-factor other than NADHT is required in the

12<x-hydroxylation of cho leat-U-en-3-on-7*-o1 • It was

also observed that the total conversion of

7<x-hydroxycholesterol appeared to be decreased by

incubation with NADPH; it is probable, however, that

this discrepancy is due to the formation of cholest-

ij.-en-3<x,7<x-diol (figure 32), an intermediate found by

othe^ workers to be formed from cholest-!+-en-3-on-7*-ol

in certain circumstances. This sterol has not been

shown to have physiological significance, since it can

not be converted into dihydroxycoprcstane, a postulated

intermediate in the formation of chenodeoxycholic acid.

Figure 32 shows the main products formed from

cholesterol and 7<x-hydroxycholesterol by the 18,000 g

supernatant. The co-factors required for each step

have been omitted, since it appeared that the

requirements for some of these steps were apparently

anomalous. It seems likely that some of these
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reactions must "be considered as a concerted series of

steps and not as isolated individual reactions; the

enzyme catalysing each step may supply the enzyme

effecting the next step with both substrate and co-

factor in the appropriate oxidation state. This could

result in the apparent stimulation of one reaction by

a particular co-factor, when in fact the stimulus should

be assigned to an earlier stop. By the same argument,

the observed metabolism of an intermediate added in

acetone may give misleading results; the formation of

cholest-ih»en-3cx,7<x-diol may be an example of this, where

a reductase of the cell sap had reduced the 3-heto

group in preference to the double bond. Had the double

bond reductase operated before the 3-keto reductase,

a physiological product, dihydroxycoprostane would i ve

been formed. This suggests that the substrate was not

available to the enzymes in the correct sequence. It

will be noted that, although the 18,000 g supernatant

fraction contains cell sap, no evidence of significant

formation of dihydroxycoprostane was observed; the

supernatant reductases are known to be very active, and

in separated cell sap can convert cholest-h-sn-3-on-7fc-

ol quantitatively into dihydroxycoprostane. It was

evident that a regulatory factor present in the 18,000 g;

fraction controlled these catabolic steps, and under

the conditions quoted prevented these reactions from

taking place. In this preparation of liver, therefore,

there was evidence only of intermediates on the
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postulated route to cholic acid (tri-hydroxy); no

intermediates on a parallel route to chenodeoxycholic

acid through dihydroxycoprostane were detected

(cf. figure 3).

(1) 7o(-hydroxycholesterol can he efficiently

converted into two products hy the 18,000 g

supernatant fraction, tentatively identified ar

cholest-U-en-3-on-7<*-61 and cholest-i4.-en-3-on-7oc, lfof-

diol.

v>.

(2) The 12<*rhydroxylation step was not apparently

stimulated hy NADHi and occurred in the presence ox

added NAD.

(3) Sane of the results suggested that the catahojlic
sequence should he regarded as a concerted reaction

sequence, and it was concluded that product formation

was influenced hy a factor in the 18,000 g supernatant

fraction.

(4) The intermediates detected are implicated on

a prohahle route to cholic acid hut not to chenodeoxy-

cholic acid.

The results discussed in this section are

obviously incomplete; considerably more investigation
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is required to elucidate the factors which control the

metabolic sequence after the formation of

7<x-hydroxychole stero1.
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sgQUgfi IQ*

(i) liQgzUm Q-f cljp^^t^roWt-hy^g^Y^se'

Investigation of sub-cellular fractions of rat

liver has shown that only microsomal preparations

possess significant cholesterol-7<*-hydroxylase activity.

Metabolism of cholesterol-i-- to 7<x-hyc'roxycholesterol)

k-lkc varied from about 1 to 8J6 conversion, averaging

The enzyme preparation used in these studies was

the supernatant fraction obtained by eentrifuglng liver

homogenate at 18,000 g for 15 minutes; this fraction

contains endoplasmic reticulum in the cell sap.

The preparation was not simplified further, since

a significant portion of the hydroxylase activity tfas

lost during microsomal sedimentation. Cytoplasm

(105,000 supernatant) and S.P. (boiled cell fluid) were

devoid of 7*-hydroxylase activity but could enhance the

microsomal conversion of the substrate to 7<*-hydroxy-

cholesterol. Native cell fluid was the more potent of

the two soluble fractions, and it was concluded that

probably more than one factor in the cytoplasm is

essential to the cholesterol-7<*-hyaroxylase system.

The co-factor(s) in S.P. must be thermo-stable, by

virtue of its method of preparation.
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Recent work in the same laboratory where this

study was performed suggests that a considerable

simplification of the enzyme preparation may be

possible by "protecting" the microsomal fraction during

sedimentation by thiol compounds such as ereapto-

ethylamine which appears to preserve most of the

activity in a microsomal preparation in S.F. Such a

simplification would eliminate possible ancillary

reactions in the cell sap; it may eventually be

possible to replace the soluble co-factors of the

7<*-hydroxylation reaction found in cell sap and S.F.

with synthetic co-factors.

Cholesterol-7<*-hydroxylase is located in the same

part of the liver cell as the enzymes responsible for

the biosynthesis of cholesterol in the liver.The

enzymes effecting the catabolism of cholesterol to

tri-hydroxycoprostane (a proposed intermediate

immediately before side chain cleavage - figure 3»

section l) also appear to be located in the endoplasmic

reticulum, 'With the participation of enzymes and co-

factors in the cytoplasm. Mitochondria appear to be

involved only in the final stages of side chain cleuvag£.

Only NADFH of a number of possible co-factors

caused a significant stimulation in the activity of
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cholesterol-7ao-hydroxylase. An RALPH generating

system was used in preference to NALPH itself. Liver

microsomes possess high levels of glucose-6-phosphatase

activity and NADP hydrolase activity, so it was

necessary to add these NADPH generator components in

excess. NADPH, in contrast to NADP+, does riot appear

to "be cleaved hydrolytically "by microsomal enzymes, hut

it can, however, he oxidised. Bogdanski*^4" has

investigated the oxidation of NADPH hy liver microsomes,

and has shown that the oxidation is markedly stimulated

hy metal ions such as magnesium. This author has

found that NADFK added to a suspension of microsomes

without generator components can he completely

oxidised after ahout 15 minutes, a rate of lOyWg of
NADH3/min./mg. of microsomal protein in the presence of

0.3 magnesium ions. Magnesium and other metal ions

were found to inhibit cholesterol~7^~hydro:xylase} the

enhanced oxidation of NADHJ, an essential co-factor in

the hydroxylation reaction, may he partly responsible

for the lower activity. Bogdanski has deduced from

optical measurements that metal ions alter the structure

of the microsomes, which must apparently he retained

for optimum cholesterol-7*-hydroxylase activity.

The loss of enzymic activity in the 18,000 g

supernatant fraction could not he attributed to a lack

of NADPH, however, as shown hy prolonged incubation of
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the enzyme system. It appeared that the system was

inactivated after about one hour's incubation, and it

was presumed that this was due to a radical change in

the structural integrity of the microsomes in a

relatively simple system, which contained no agents

for the "protection" of the enzyme. In general, the

cholesterol-7<*-hydroxylase system was susceptible to

inactivation even in mild conditions; considerable

activity was lost by removing the mitochondria

at 18,000 g for more than 20 minutes, suggesting that

a preliminary packing process in the formation of the

microsomal pellet was sufficient to 'damage1 the

system.

Homogenisation of liver was shown to be a
« f

critical factor in maintaining a reasonable level of

7oc-hydroxylase activity, assayed as the conversion of

the labelled substrate. Variation in the"extent" of

the homogenisation may not affect all of the tissue to

that same extent. Certain structures may be relatively

unaffected by mild treatment, and could remain as

large particles; these structures would therefore be

removed on low speed centrifugation. Inhibitors of

the cholesterol-7<x-hydroxy la se system may be removed

in this "heavy" fraction, which would normally be

present in the microsomal fraction. Further study

on the effects of "mild homogenisation" may allow

a considerable purification of the enzyme preparation
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with a concomitant increase in the 7K-hyuroxylase

activity.

Work with metallic ion sequestering agents showed

that there was little inhibition of enzymic activity

from heavy metals in the assay system, and that free

metal ions did not appear to he involved in the

hydroxylation reaction. With EDTA there v/as a slight

increase in enzyrriic 7<x-hydroxylation of cholesterol,

and this was attributed to the removal of ferrous ions

from the fraction.

Reduced substituted pteridines could not replace

or enhance the activity of NaDEHj these compounds,

including folic acid, have been, shown to exert a

specific stimulation in some hydroxylation reactions;

Kaufman has shown that biopterin is the natural co-

factor for phenyl-alanine hydroxylase in rat liver,79
and this co-factor must be present in the 18,000 g

fraction used in these studies.

In assessing the findings of this work, it must

be borne in mind that the enzyme fraction La extremely

crude. It is possible to postulate that the

complexity of the preparation may prevent the

determination of the true effects of materials added

as possible co-factors of the reaction. Conclusions

drawn from various aspects of the work must therefore
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"be "based on the obvious gross effects on the system.

Other workers have tended to use heavily fortified

assay systems in the study of cholesterol cataholism,

e.g. ATP, AMP, T".D, etc., so that the results were even

more difficult to interpret than using an 13,000 g

fraction fortified only with RADPH. Danielsson, who

has used a range of possible co-factors for the

cholesterol-7<x-hydrcxylaSe system, has failed to show a

dependence on NADPH, but has reported only small yields

of 7^-hydroxycholesterol.

The pH optimum for cholesterol-7<*-hydroxylase is

In the range 7.3-7. a range also determined to be

optimum for the microsomal oxidation of 7<x-hydroxy-
37

cholesterol.^ There was no evidence for enzymic

activity at values significantly beyond these limits.
11 17

pE values as high as 8.5 to 9.0 ' have been quoted

as optimum for the mitochondrial oxidation of

cholesterol,

(iii) Difficulties of assay

Non-enasymic oxygen attack on the cholesterol

molecule has been discussed elsewhere in this thesis.

A thorough investigation of these products was

essential in order to be able to differentiate

enzymically and non-enzymically formed products in the

assay system, especially since 7<*-hydroxycholesterol

is considered to be a ma^or autoxldation product.
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It was apparent that cholesterol could he

converted into a number of autoxidation products,

depending on the conditions of the incubation.

Attenpts were made using, various oxygenated derivatives

of cholesterol to demonstrate the involvement of such

compounds as unstable intermediates in ehzymic and/or

autoxidation mechanisms. The results, however, did

not implicate these derivatives in the enzymic

7(fc-hydroxylation of cholesterol, or in the non-enzymic

mechanisms which were prevalent under the assay condit¬

ions. Furthermore, a non-ensymic mechanism for the

formation of 7<x-hydroxycholesterol could not be

demonstrated although it was apparent that this sterol

cou^d be formed autoxidatively under conditions which
i

*

favoured the formation of other recognisable

autoxidation products. It must be concluded,

therefore, that such a mechanism does exist. In

general, it was possible to assay 7*~hydroxycholesterol

in the relative absence of autoxidation products, when

it was presumed that little or no 7<*-hydroxycholesterol

had been formed by a non-enzymic mechanism.

The autoxidation products formed in the incubations

were identified as cholestan-3|?,5<*#6jJ-triol,
7^-hydroxycholesterol and 7-keto-cholesterol.
formation of these sterols was markedly enhanced in the

presence of metal ionsj various workers have suggested

that autoxidation is enhanced by metal ions and this
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appears to "be "borne out "by these investigations. The

microsomal fraction, fortified with ferrous ions, ADP

and NADPH could convert cholesterol in high yield to

these products; peroxidation of microsomal lipids is

known to occur under these conditions, and an attempt

was made to isolate an unstable intermediate, perhaps

a hydroperoxide, from the incubation. This was

unsuccessful, but it was found that there was present

in the 7-keto-cholesterol fraction at least one other

compound, whose reduction product was similar in

polarity to that of cholesterol-5|?,6^-epoxide. These
studies of the oxidation of cholesterol under

"lipoperoxidaticn" conditions were extremely interest-

sing, since they gave a considerable amount of

information on cholesterolcxidation; unfortunately,

there appeared to be little in common between the

autoxidation of cholesterol and the enzymic

7*-hydroxylation reaction.

Of the autoxidation products which were identified,

only 7-keto-cholesterol was metabolised further by the

18,000 g supernatant fraction. An enzyme was found

in this fraction which converted 7-keto-cholosterol

quantitatively into 7(3-hydroxycholesterol, so that
this sterol could be accounted for by this mechanism.

Various authors have suggested the presence of a

7^-hydroxylase(s) in liver microsomes Which can
hydroxylate 30-hydroxycholenic aeid^0, androstene-
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:dione , and cholesterol » The evidence presented in

this work suggests that cholesterol-7oc-hydroxylase is

not in fabt a hydroxylase hut is a reductase, acting on

a substrate which is formed non-enzymically.

Preliminary investigation of non-enzymic

cholesterol oxidation by a free radical mechanism showec.

that free radical trapping agents, such as diphenyl-

phenylenediamine, could almost eliminate autoxidation,
77

Various workers have shown that free radicals such as

•OH and *OOH can be generated in simple systems witl

metal ions, oxygen, etc,; a similar mechanism for

non-enzymic cholesterol oxidation may be postulated

on this basis,

(iv) jj a ttittfl QmSUm

Cholesterol-7«-hydroxylase has been shown to

require reduced NAIF, suggesting that this enzyme

belongs to the class of enzymes which utilise

molecular oxygen and an electron donor, HI steroid

hydroxylases studied appear to conform to the general

equation:

RH + 0g + NADPH * ROH + H20 + NADP+
Some aerobic hydroxylations have been shown to utilise

stoichiometric amounts of NADHI and Og. Attempts
were made to show that the exclusion of oxygen from

the cholesterol-7«-»hydroxylase assay system inhibited
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the system. These investigations /ere not successful,

probably because a terminal oxidase with a high affinity

for oxygen is involved in the reaction; only small

amounts of the substrate are hydroxylated and would,

require extremely small volumes of oxygen. It was

considered that the complexity and crudeness of the

enzyme preparation precluded the study of both oxygen

uptake by the 7<*-hydroxylase or the demonstration of

a stoichiometric utilisation of 1T/DPH. Investigations

in this field will probably be fruitless until a
♦ *

purified enzyme source can be obtained. The lability

of cholesterol-7K-hydroxylase certainly suggests that

it is similar in nature to other mixed function oxidases,

whose characterisation has been hindered by the loss of

enzymic activity during purification. Consequently,

other, more indirect, methods v/ere employed to

establish the enzyme as a mixed function oxidase.

Cholesterol-7<X-hydroxylase is inhibited by carbon

monoxide, suggesting that a carbon monoxide-binding

pigment is involved in the reaction. Cytochrome F-I4.50

is present in liver microsomes where It forms part of

the extensive detoxification mechanisms of drugs and

xenobiotic compounds. This hemo-protein, recently

suggested to be actually several pigments of related

structure, has been shown to have a partition constant

between carbon monoxide and oxygen of about 1.0, and

has been implicated as the terminal oxidase of many

bydroxylation systems. Calculation from the
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available data of partition constants for the

7o-hydroxylase system gave values of 0.32 and 1.22,

indicating that cytochrome P-i+50 may be involved in the

activation of molecular oxygen in this reaction.

(v) 7pHly3toxylation of cholesterol as a r .te-

Mtte reaction Jfl,tAe--Catabolism to bile acids.

Current evidence suggests that the rate of

cholesterol catabolisra by the liver is controlled by a

homeostatic regulation operated by the bile salts

(section l). The intermediates of cholesterol

catabolism are not found to accumulate, so that the

first reaction may be rate-limiting. The first

reaction from the evidence discussed above appears to

be the 7<*-hydrozylation of cholesterol, which may also

be a mixed function oxidation. As such, it would be

virtually irreversible, ana since 7*~hydroxycholesterol

has no known fate in the liver other than its conversion

to bile acids, this reaction may be an important control

point.

Investigations with cholestyramine, an anionic

resin which combines with bile salts in the gut and

prevents their re-absorption, showed that cholesterol-

7<*-hydroxylase activity increased several-fold,

indicating that this reaction was rate-limiting.

Cholesterol-7<x-hydrox /lase is therefore an important
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enzyme in the overall catabolism to bile acids.

These results show that a system is now available which

can convert cholesterol-14.- to 7<X-hydroxycholesterol

in quite 1 rgc yielc (10-15?*). Initial studies

indicate that the enzyme in these circumstances is

subject to the same factors as were found to influence

the 7<*-hydroxylase system of the normal liver. The

effect of cholestyramine feeding may be similar to that

obtained by bile duct cannulation, where bile acid

production rises to a maximum value about 36-1+8 hours

after surgery. It is thought that during this time,

increased enzyme synthesis may occur, so that in a

cholestyramine fed animal the increase in activity may

be due to larger concentrations of cholesterol-Tctf-

hydroxylase.

A few tentative studies were performed to

investigate the possible inhibitory effects of the

product of cholestercl-7*-hydroxylase; the enzyme

certainly was inhibited at high concentrations of this

sterol, but not apparently by the amounts of

7(x-hyclroxycho1e r tero1 which would normally be found, in

the tissue. Inhibition by sodium taurodeoxycholate

was also studied in normal and cholestyramlne-fed

animals. The re-hyaroxylation of this salt by liver

microsomes, a very efficient process, might exert a

regulatory influence on the 7*-hydroxy±aoion of

cholesterol. Again the addition of this bile salt
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inhibited the reaction, but at much higher concentrations

than are found in the liver cell. The interpretation

of these inhibitory effects must await further work; in

this field; it may ultimately be possible to show

that the two 7<*-hydroxylation reactions exert a

moderating influence on one another. Investigation

of the hydroxylation of taurodeoxycholate may show

that this reaction is markedly decreased in

microsomes from the liver of a cholestyramine-fed rat.

The investigation of the cholejterol-7*~hyu?oxy-

lase of the 18,000 supernatant fraction was the main

object of these investigations; it was obvious

however that the metabolism of cholesterol proceeded

further than 7o(-hydroxycholesterol in the enzyme

fraction used. Two products, having the mobilities

of cholest-i+-en-3-on-7<x-ol and cholest-U-en— 5-on-7<K, 12of-

diol were detected. These products were not conelusive-

:ly identified by crystallisation, etc.; their

identities were presumed from evidence discussed in

section 3# and their formation from 7o(-hydroxy-

cholesterol (section 9), with reference to their

significance in the overall catabolism of cholesterol.

In most of the studies of the cholesterol-7<x-liydroxy-

lase system, these products were formed in variable

but usually small yields. Their formation was

interesting, in that it occurred in the presence of

NADPH generator, although in much smaller yields than
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were obtained "by incubating 7rt-hydroxycholesterol

(added exogenously or generated from cholesterol) with

NAD* Most of the factors which seriously affected the

metabolism of cholesterol to 7<*»hydroxycholesterol

did not markedly affect the further oxidation of this

sterol. Evidence was presented to suggest that the

oxidation of 7<*-hydroxycholesterol in apparently

reducing conditions occurred because the enzymes

catalysing each step formed a concerted reaction

sequence. Significant differences in product

formation could be created by incubation of exogenous

substrate or with substrate which had been formed

from its natural precursor in the enzyme preparation.

If a linked series of reactions effects the catabolic

steps in this region of cholesterol catabolism, it is

reasonable to speculate that perhaps most of the

catabolic steps and possibly seme of the bio-synthetic

steps occur as a concerted process. The accumulation

of cholesterol in this sequence may be co .trolled by

a mechanisms as yet unidentified.
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Scone for further work

The work described in this thesis -/as performed

with the ultimate aim of identifying, purifying and

characterising a cholesterol-7*-hydroxylase in rat

liver. These objects ./ere achieved with varying

degrees of success. A microsomal preparation of liver,,

as yet in a very crude form, can metabolise

chole ster0I-I4.-lhc to 7cX-hydroxychole sterol in yields of

10-15/?. Recent evidence indicates that a considerable

simplification of this system may be obtained by

protecting the labile microsomal enzyme with thiol

compounds, allowing the sedimentation of this fraction

with little loss of enzymic activits?-. Synthetic

co-factors may then be substituted for the natural

co-factors of the reaction in the cytoplasm.

Investigations of a rather incomplete nature

have shown that cholesterol~7i*-hydroxylase is probably

an important rate-controlling enzyme in the formation

of bile acids by the liver. Further study on this

aspect of the catabolism may elucidate the mechanisms

of regulation; it is essential to determine whether

the observed increase in the activity of the enzyme is

due to an increase in activity of the normal system or

to an increased synthesis of the enzyme.

With a purified enzyme source it may be possible to

assess the role of cholesterol-7iv-hydroxylase in terms
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of the dynamic aspects of the intact liver cell. The

study of en2ym.es utilising molecular oxygen is a

rapidly developing aspect of "biochemistry; one can

only speculate or. th integration of these enzymes with

electron transport systems, especially the newly-

dlscovered pigments v/hich are concerned with the

activation of molecular oxygen. The investigation

of cholesterol-7o<-hydi'oxylase in the light of recent

developments in this field may prove invaluable in

determining the significance of this enzyme in the

formation of the primary "bile acids in mammalian liver.
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Appendix 1

Efficiency of counting by Packard Liquid

Scintillation Spectrometer in the presence of silica

gel H.

1 2 3

counts 14,300 + 230 14,050 + 230 13,600 + 320

gel added 1cm2 2cm2 4cm2

counts 14,120 + 260 13,940 + 240 13,780 + 290

Standard deviations from 8 counts.

The gel added is expressed as an area of gel

(approximately 0.25mm thick) removed from

the thin layer plate, and inserted in the

counting vial.
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Appeiff fry g

Relative values of compounds mentioned in the

text.

Solvent system benzene:ethyl acetate :: 7;13;

silica gel Hj running time 2 hours.

Trivial names are used where applicable,

fftoppspd tatornrediqtes jp

bile acid formation (section l) Rf
cholesterol 0,78

7(X-hyaroxycholesterol 0,30

cholest-h-en-3-on~7<X"-ol 0,70

cholest-2+-en-3-on-7(X,12o<-diol 0.26

3 -cholestan-3-*on-7«,12c*-diol 0,50

trihydroxycoprostane 0,11+

dihydroxycoprostane 0,1+9

26-hydroxycholesterol 0,58

cholest-5-en-3|5 ,7<*26-triol 0,li+
cholest-!+-en-3<x,7<x-diol (section 9) 0,31

Autoxidation products, oxygenated sterols and

reduction -products.

7-keto-cholesterol 0.52

7p-hydroxycholesterol 0,39
cholestan-3p»5K#6j*-triol 0.10
cholesterol-5<x-hydroperoxide 0.55

-7<x -hydroperoxide 0,55

—5 6«.—epoxide 0,53

-5Bt&P-epoxide 0,53
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cholest-6-en-3^ * 5<*-diol 0.10
cholestan-3^»5ft""Cliol 0.35
cholestan-30,6p-d.iol 0.25
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Appendix 3

*

1. CryrtalliUaUw to gospqcjfjlc ac^y^y

A sample of the unknown metabolite was purified

"by thin layer chromatography. 20 mg. of standard were

added, and the sample crystallised three times from

hot aqueous acetone. Samples were removed in

duplicate at each stage for radioactive and colorimetric^
Oh

assay by the Lifschiltz reaction. 4

The method was tested by crystallising a sample

containing a small amount of contaminating radioactivity.
Three crystallisations removed 9&fo of the radioactivity

from the crystals.

7*—hvdroxvchole s tero1

Crystallisation Specific activity
(c/n/mg)

2550

1 2500

2 2U50

3 2600

7^ -h-vdroxychole s tero1
370

1 380

2 330

3 350
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Attempts to crystallise '7-keto-cholesterol' to constant

specific activity (radioactive assay / O.D.^g) were
riot satisfactory (section 3)*

2. PAo^a^an-S^tSpit^tr^o;,
• n

This autoxidation product was not characterised

by crystallisation to constant specific activity,

since a convenient colorimetric assay was not available,

Radioactive material was mixed with a few mg. of

standard cholest*n-3j?,5*»6p-tricl (preparation ref. 85) >
dissolved in 10^ aqueous dioxan and about 10 mg, of

N-Bromosueciniraide added. The solution was allowed to

stand at room temperature for 30 minutes, then extracted

with ether. Oxidation of the trihydroxylated sterol

occurs in these conditions to cholestan-3F,5«-^iol-6-
86

one } thin layer chromatography of the product showed

that the radioactivity was confined to the area of the

oxidation product (Rf 0,28),

3. asgaatflqn with, U%14Wfl ajuminl^m hydride

7-keto-cholesterol, eholesterol-5o(-and 7o^-hydro¬

peroxides, cholesterol-5o<,8^- and 5^*6^—epoxides were
reduced with lithium aluminium hydride in dry

tetrahydro-furan by refluxing for 1 hour. Excess of

the reagent was destroyed with ethyl acetate, and the

mixture treated with a saturated solution of Rochelle

salt (sodium potassium tartrate). The reduction
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products were extracted with ether.

The major reduction products of the various
37

compounds are shown "below (according to -"ieser ').

Major product

7-keto-cholesterol 7^-hydroxycholesterol
choles terol-5«-hydroperoxide cholest-6-en-3 A, 5<x-diol

-ToC-hydrpperoxide 7oC-hydroxycaolesterol

-5 ^-epoxide cholestan-3^t5^-hiol
-5^,Sj?-epoxide cholestan-3^»^-diol



Figure A; Trace by gas-flow counter of the products
formed after 19;,hours photo-oxygenation of
choleaterol-U-^3 •

1* cholesterol
2* cholesterol-5«-hydroperoxide.
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Appendix If

Chemical Synthesis

Most of the materials used in the ?/ork were

available consnercially or had "been synthesised by

previous workers,

1. PrepapqUph of 7^-ft.YdyPSYfoP 1 es^erol-i-[-li4C by

photo-oy-wenation of cholesterol

The photo-oxygenation of cholesterol has been

thoroughly investigated by Naqvi^ and Ali^, The

reaction was carried out in pyridine with hemato-

porphyrin as catalyst for 10 hours. A diluted

radioactive sample of cholesterol was used

(20 mg. = 18mC).

Figure A shows a radioactive assay by gas-flow

counter of the sample after 10 hours irradiation.

Cholesterol was converted in about 60% yield to a

product with the mobility of cholesterol-5<x-hydroperoxi(|

After removal of the solvent (at 30° under reduced

pressure), the sample was dissolved in dry chloroform

and allowed to stand for 18 hours. Isomerisation of

the 5<*-hydroperoxide function takes place in chloroform

by a mechanism which has not yet been elucidated

(cf, figure 8, section 3).



Figure B: Trace hy gas-flow counter of the reduction
products of cholesterol-hydroperoxide after
isomer!sation in chloroform.

1. cholesterol-hydroperoxide
2. cholest-£*-en-3/?»5<*"*diol
3» 7/5-hydroxycholesterol (prohahly)

7«-hydroxycholesterol
5. cholesten-3^,6p-diol (estimated)
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The sample was reduced with lithium aluminium

hydride to give the spectrum of products shown in

figure B. The major products were as shown; it was

evident that iscmerisation had been incomplete, since

chQleet-6-en-3|5,,5^"<iiol was formed in large yield.
A product with the mobility of cholestan-3j?,6^-diol
was also formed; it is conceivable that the mobility

of this sterol is similar to cholesten-3p,6p-diol which
could be formed by reduction of a 6 -hydroperoxide,

suggesting that this hydroperoxide may also be formed

by photo-oxygenation of cholesterol.

The radioactive 7<x-hydroxycholesterol was purified

by thin layer chromatography; subsequent assay showed

the sample had a specific activity of 1,750 c/'n/^ g.

2. fipe.-RarAtgjaiL^f^chples terql-3h

Randomly tritiated cholesterol was prepared by

exposing a sample to tritium gas at low pressure for
O O

7 days. After equilibration, the sample was purified

by thin layer chromatography and found to have a specifi

activity of about 16,000 c/n/p g. (Liebermann-
Burchard^radioactive assay).

3. ChplestjeroJ.-? p<,6o<-epQxj,de-3H

This epoxide was prepared by the method of

Spring and Swain'*0 from tritiated cholesterol.
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U. 7-keto-cholegterol-^H

Tritiated cholesterol acetate was prepared "by

refluxing cholesterol-^H with acetic anhydride and

pyridine. Oxidation to 7-keto-cholest3rol was

effected with chromic oxide in anaerobic condition.^1
The product was hydrolysed "by refluxing for 30 minutes

with 5% sodium hydroxide in methanol. After

purification "by thin layer chromatography

7-keto-cholesterol~^H was obtained with a specific

activity (countin&'O.D.g^g) of 9,000 ofpfp g. The
yield of 7-keto-cholesterol was about 10$.

5. Rgfliip-frion pff g-^lflo-4-h.YtiTft?tf-6-methyl-and

G17-flJ1piptfryl-pter3,aiyielq

The properties of substituted pteridines have

been thoroughly investigated by Viscorfini and co¬

workers.^2

The pteridines were reduced to the tetrahydro-

derivatives in 5N HOI with 2 mg. of palladium on

charcoal in the presence of gaseous hydrogen. The

mixture was shaken for three hours in the dark.

The catalyst was removed by centrifugation

and the solvent evaporated at 40°under reduced

pressure. The white crystalline product in the form
of the hydrochloride was crystallised from water :

ethanol : acetone, 1:1:3 and stored at -15° in the
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Figure C: Decomposition spectrum of 2-amino-i+-liydroxy-
6-methyl-tetisahydropteridine in 0,1 M
NaOH.

1 - time zero

b - after 10 minutes.
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dark in 0.005 N hydrochloric acid.

Reduced pteridines tend to he unstable to light

and oxygen; samples were assayed immediately before

use by an optical method. Figure 0 shows the rapid

decomposition of one of the reduced pteridines in

0.1 N sodium hydroxide. The characteristic peak of

the reduced pteridine at about 280 disappear's

rapidly under these conditions.
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The Hydroxylation of Cholesterol by Liver
Microsomes

By J. R. Mitton and G. S. Boyd. (Department of
Biochemistry, University of Edinburgh)

Various studies have indicated that one of the

early stages in the formation of bile acids from
cholesterol is the introduction of a hydroxyl group
at C-7, (Lindstedt, 1957) suggesting that cholest-5-
ene-3^,7a-diol may be an intermediate in bile acid
biosynthesis. The stereochemistry of this hyd¬
roxylation at C-7 has been examined by Bergstrom,
Lindstedt, Samuelsson, Corey & Gregoriou (1958)
and shown to be achieved with retention of the con¬

figuration at that position. Certain hydroxylation
reactions have been shown to require oxygen to¬
gether with NADPH and are located in the liver
microsomal fraction (Brodie et al. 1955). Danielsson
& Einarsson (1964) reported the presence of a 7a-
hydroxylating system which was not influenced by
the addition of NADPH.
Studies on the phenylalanine hydroxylase system

by Kaufman (1963) have demonstrated the parti¬
cipation of dihydrobiopterin in this system. We
have investigated the mechanism of microsomal
cholesterol hydroxylation and studied the effects of
NADPH, ADP and certain pteridines on the
reaction.
The livers ofnormal young rats were homogenized

in 0-25M-sucrose and the microsomal fraction
isolated in the usual way. 4-[14C]Cholesterol was
purified by chromatography immediately before
use, and added to the microsomal preparations in
acetone solution together with cofactors such as

NADPH, 6,7-dimethyltetrahydropteridine, ADP,
etc., in different combinations and concentrations.
The mixtures were incubated in oxygen at 37° with
shaking for periods from 10 to 60min. and then
extracted with methanol, chloroform and ethyl
acetate. The lipid extracts were subjected to a
preliminary separation on alumina columns followed
by final resolution by thin-layer chromatography.
It has boon found that the microsomal fraction of

rat liver in the presence of oxygen and NADPH is
capable of metabolizing added cholesterol to a
variety of products. In the presence of a tetra-
hydropteridine the principal metabolic product was
cholest-5-ene-3/3,7a-diol, suggesting that a reduced
pteridine exerts an influence in the microsomal 7a-
hydroxylation of cholesterol. Investigations using
different buffer systems and ADP showed the
formation ofmaterial with an RF similar to cholest-
5-en-3jS-ol-7-one. Re-incubation of this substance
produced a substantial conversion to cholest-5-ene-
3/3,7j8-diol and another product with the BF sug¬
gestive of a trihydroxylated sterol. The significance
of thoso studies in relation to the overall conversion
of cholesterol to bile acids in rat liver will be dis¬
cussed.
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The Enzymic Hydroxylation of Cholesterol by
Microsomal Preparations ofRat Liver

By J. R. Mitton and G. S. Boyd. (Department of
Biochemistry, University ofEdinburgh)

There is evidence that 7a-hydroxycholesterol is
an intermediate in the conversion of cholesterol to
the primary bile acids by mammalian liver
(Lindstedt, 1957). Recent evidence (Danielsson &
Einarsson, 1966) suggests that the 7a-hydroxyla-
tion of cholesterol and metabolism to 3a,7a,12a-
trihydroxycoprostane is effected by the liver
endoplasmic reticulum (microsomes) together with
the cell sap. Factors influencing the 7a-hydroxyla-
tion of cholesterol and the metabolism of this
intermediate in microsomal preparations of rat liver
have been studied.
Livers from normal male rats were homogenized

in 0-25M-sucrose and centrifuged at 20000g- for
20min. to remove nuclei, cell debris and mito¬
chondria, leaving only the microsomes and cell
supernatant. The microsomal fraction was sedi-
mented at 105 000g for 50min. [4-14C]Cholesterol
was purified before use by thin-layer chromato¬
graphy and added to incubations in a small volume
ofacetone. Further additions weremade in water to

give a final volume of about 7ml. with phosphate
buffer, pH7-4. Incubations were conducted at 37°
with shaking in air. Lipids were extracted with
methanol, chloroform and ethyl acetate and the
lipid extract was finally washed with water. Final
analysis was effected by thin-layer chromatography
with subsequent elution and liquid-scintillation
counting.
The most active 7a-hydroxylation system was

found to be the 20000g/20min. supernatant

(microsomes plus cell sap) fortified with NADPH.
Re-combination of the separated microsomal and
supernatant fractions gave a reduced activity, as
did the microsomal fraction alone, indicating that
some inactivation occurs during the fractionation
procedure and suggesting the presence of a 'co-
factor' in the supernatant. The only addition which
produced a marked stimulation of the 7a-hydroxy-
lase activity was NADPH in contrast to the finding
of Danielsson & Einarsson (1964).
Autoxidation of cholesterol was minimal in this

system but was increased in the presence of mag¬
nesium ions, which also produced a decrease in the
enzymic 7a-hydroxylase activity. In a previous
communication (Mitton & Boyd, 1965), some of
the complexities of the autoxidation problem were
described; it appears that cholesterol forms such
products by a 'lipoperoxidation' mechanism in the
presence of ferrous ions, nucleotides, phosphates
etc.
The intermediate, 7a-hydroxycholesterol, is

efficiently converted by the microsomal fraction in
the presence ofNAD+ into 7a-hydroxycholest-4-en-
3-one. In the presence of the microsomes plus
supernatant fraction, 12a-hydroxylated products
have been detected (cf. Danielsson & Einarsson,
1966). The factors and conditions influencing these
two hydroxylations will be discussed.
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